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Abstract 
In this article, all ten papers and talks that have been devoted to the use of ChatGPT in lexicography so 
far are critically analysed, their results tabulated and cross-compared, from which the leading trends 
are determined. Extrapolating from the trendlines, a single short but robust new prompt is fine-tuned 
with which articles from different word classes are generated fully-automatically for a dictionary which 
compares favourably to the best practice in dictionary compilation. The conclusion is that a new age, 
that of the successful application of generative AI in lexicography, has dawned.
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Dedicated to Patrick Hanks

Prologue
The first thing Patrick said to me was ‘I want to die.’ This was 1983. He had just arrived to 
bring some sense to the intellectually exciting but organizationally-challenged COBUILD 
project […] — and had presumably just been looking at his in-tray. (Michael Rundell, 
quoted in de Schryver 2010a: 8)

Less than a year before the end of the project, [Patrick Hanks] judged (to everyone’s con-
sternation) that the entries that had been drafted so far were riddled with unacceptable vague-
ness about the relationship between definitions and definienda, and that this would confuse 
learners. As a result […] all the definitions were rewritten during the final editing phase in the 
now familiar COBUILD style of ‘full-sentence definitions’ […] (de Schryver 2010a: 9)

1. Position statement on the use of ChatGPT in lexicography
On 30 November 2022, ChatGPT, an artificial intelligence (AI) chatbot was released to the 
public. Barely a month later, it already had 100 million users. Since then, it has looked as 
if simply everyone, in every field, has been wondering if and how this technology could be 
used in (and to the benefit of) their discipline. In education, universities scrambled to police 
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art and craft of compiling dictionaries, doing much more manually than is actually the case.
actually better than LLMs, we will have to backtrack and insist that we went back to the
fledged lexicographer. If we still want to try convincing the general public that humans are 
eLex conference, we will need to start taking ChatGPT more seriously, and treat it as a fully- 

  Therefore, if we still want to meet in two years from now at a, dare I say, hypothetical 
do it, it will happen (and it already has happened).
to release a dictionary without any human intervention, given it is now possible, they will

  Further, if publishers — some may perhaps prefer to call them rogue publishers — want
AI-enhanced searches, all they wanted was an answer, and they got that.
can do everything and anything, the quality may not matter anymore. If users performed
age of ‘invisible lexicography’, where users treat their smartphones as black boxes that
Of course, this brings us to the quality of such a fully-automated ‘product’. Well, in an

  words, etc. — all of which need human intervention.
  the selection of corpus-derived examples [Think: GDEX], the addition of related
  pinpointing of salient collocations, the creation of definitions and/or translations,
  ation,  word-sense  divisions  [Think:  Word  Sketches  and  word  embeddings],  the
  semi-automated  tasks  of  corpus  building,  corpus  annotation,  headword-list  cre-

(3) Such  a  single  prompt  instruction  is  certainly  an  improvement  over  the  current
  cographers redundant.
  and in beautiful structured XML — without any further intervention, making lexi-
  custom prompts, entire dictionaries may now be compiled — literally overnight,
  OpenAI functionality to work. Using either built-in default prompts or their own
  OpenAI  section,  where  users  may  enter  their ‘OpenAI  secret  key’  for  any  of  the

(2) As  it  stands,  the  dictionary  writing  system TLex  (aka TshwaneLex)  now  has  an
  certainly are in today’s age of AI chatbots. [Think: ‘Bing Chat’.]

(1) If dictionaries were not already redundant in the era of mere search engines, they

gives us the illusion that this is possible.
I say this, and I believe this, not because it is true, but because the mere existence of ChatGPT 

(3) I believe that ChatGPT makes the current post-editing lexicographic tools redundant.
(2) I believe that ChatGPT makes lexicographers redundant; and
(1) I believe that ChatGPT makes dictionaries redundant;

add that:
which he concluded that ‘ChatGPT does not herald the end of lexicography’ — I can now 

  In reply to Michael Rundell’s rebuttal at last week’s ASIALEX conference in Seoul — in 
raphy with ‘The end of lexicography, welcome to the machine’. I still stand by this claim.
In a Tokyo talk last February, I summarised my position on the use of ChatGPT in lexicog- 

during a round table on large language models and AI in lexicography:
the following position statement, proclaimed on 28 June 2023 at the eLex 2023 conference, 
nearly two dozen of us have done over the past half year. Our own stance may be seen in  
ChatGPT is of any use in one’s own field is to give it a serious try, and this is exactly what 
have derided ChatGPT as ‘a waste of time’ (Vossen 2022).2 The best way to judge whether 
as ChatGPT (Chomsky et al. 2023).1 Closer to lexicography, colleagues like Piek Vossen 
that ‘we can only laugh or cry at [the] popularity’ of large language models (LLMs) such 
the  end  of  humanity.  In  linguistics,  luminaries  such  as  Noam  Chomsky  have  concluded 
were exhilarated. Some people dismissed it; many more feared its power and announced 
to imbed it into teaching and research on the other. Some people were angry; many more 
its use, from outright bans at one extreme of the spectrum, to detailed suggestions on how 
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a go (where 1,000 tokens is about 750 words). Each token of a prompt is then placed into
process up to 4,097 tokens at a time, the current GPT-4 processes up to 32,768 tokens at 
affixes and punctuation. When ChatGPT was launched in November 2022, GPT-3.5 could 
ters which commonly occur together, these are known as ‘tokens’ and can be plain words, 
is based on the latter source. All the words of a prompt are first split into chunks of charac- 
(Schulman et al. 2022), another one was published in The Economist (2023c). What follows 
abound in the literature and online; a good starting point is OpenAI’s own introduction 
queries  a  user  types  in  are  known  as ‘prompts’.  Explanations  on  how  ChatGPT  works 

  A conversation with ChatGPT occurs using natural language; and the plain texts and 
ChatGPT, and a conversation is, after all, the most natural thing humans do.6

engine as a programmer would do. One may simply ‘converse’ (‘chat’) with the engine via 
stand anything about the underlying model or the need to interact with the underlying GPT 
technology in the hands of everyone with an Internet connection without the need to under- 
cremental (as is all progress), but the huge leap that ChatGPT represents is that it put the 
‘deep learning’ has been around since the 2010s, and indeed software development is in- 
approach. It just builds on previous versions and is somewhat better’ (Vossen 2022). True, 
capsulated  in  his  claim  that ‘ChatGPT  is  not  a  revolutionary  new  system  or  a  different 

  The main reason for Piek Vossen’s derision of ChatGPT (see Section 1) seems to be en- 
capable of generating high-quality responses to a wide variety of natural language queries.
training data used to train ChatGPT is one of the factors that makes it so powerful and 
chatbot-style dialogue, to improve its performance on those tasks. Overall, the size of the 
is then fine-tuned on specific tasks, such as language translation, question-answering, or 
data and using it to predict the next word or sequence of words in the text. The model 
700GB of data). The training process involves exposing the model to vast amounts of text 
larger versions (such as GPT-3, which was trained on 175 billion parameters, or roughly 
smaller versions (such as GPT-2, which was trained on 40GB of data) and progressing to 
Internet. The  model  has  been  trained  on  multiple  versions  of  this  dataset,  starting  with 
Crawl’ dataset, which includes over a trillion words from a wide variety of sources on the 
ChatGPT  has  been  trained  on  massive  amounts  of  text  data,  specifically  the ‘Common 
that  can  learn  patterns  in  large  datasets  and  generate  new  text  based  on  that  learning. 
‘Generative Pre-trained Transformer’ (GPT) architecture, which is a type of neural network 
human-like responses to natural language queries.5 Specifically, ChatGPT is based on the 
ChatGPT is a language model developed by OpenAI that uses deep learning to generate 

ChatGPT: What it is and how it works2.

as a new study (Section 4), and conclusions on the way forward (Section 5).
graphic studies that have made use of it so far (Section 3), followed by a discussion as well 
raphy, we will first briefly introduce the tool (Section 2), then critically assess all lexico- 

  Therefore, to assess where we stand with a generative AI tool like ChatGPT in lexicog- 
metaverse, and the blip of non-fungible tokens.
and busts of blockchains in general, and cryptocurrencies in particular, the virtual-reality 
there is nothing left.4 Likewise, over the past few years, we have been treated to the hypes 
ture indeed: at ten years, ‘Digital-Only Macmillan’ didn’t even turn a teenager — and now 
have all closed down on 30 June 2023 (Anon. 2023)? That made for a very short-lived fu- 
English Dictionary, Macmillan English Thesaurus and Macmillan Dictionary Blog websites 
of 2013 (Rundell 2012c), it all made perfect sense.3 But what to say now that the Macmillan 
of reference works — that their dictionaries would ‘no longer appear as physical books’ as 
so when Macmillan announced on 5 November 2012 — as one of the first major publishers 
predicting the future. For example, no one doubts that the future of lexicography is digital, 
Now,  why  do  we  believe  that  this  time  is  different?  We  should  certainly  be  careful  in 

(First position statement in de Schryver et al. 2023)
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a ‘meaning space’, so a word such as ‘promise’ ends up embedded into a thesaurus-like list 
with ‘aptitude, talent, potentiality, ability, potential, capability, promise, capacity’. In a third 
step, the LLM makes connections between the tokens of a prompt, deploying its ‘attention 
network’. In practice, tokens are converted into ‘numbers’, while ‘weights’ are used to en-
code the structure of the language. The fourth step is the ‘completion’:

At this point, for each of the tokens in the model’s vocabulary, the attention network has 
produced a probability of that token being the most appropriate one to use next in the 
sentence it is generating. […] The LLM generates a word and then feeds the result back 
into itself. The first word is generated based on the prompt alone. The second word is gen-
erated by including the first word in the response, then the third word by including the first 
two generated words, and so on. This process — called autoregression — repeats until the 
LLM has finished. (The Economist 2023c)

Now, surprisingly, what one gets is not entirely predictable, in that the same prompts will 
give different (but similar) outputs. LLMs are thus ‘non-deterministic’. In general, the bigger 
the models (more training data, and longer prompts) the better the output. A good illus-
tration is that GPT-4 passed the American Uniform Bar Examination with flying colours, 
in the 90th percentile!, while GPT-3.5 had failed it (Arredondo 2023). Bigger is not always 
better, however, as it becomes increasingly more difficult for large models to counter ‘un-
desirable representational biases — harmful biases resulting from stereotyping that propa-
gate negative generalizations involving gender, race, religion, and other social constructs’ 
(Liang et al. 2021). LLMs are also prone to another big problem: ‘hallucinations’, whereby 
the models generate texts that are factually incorrect, and they do so — and that is the real 
issue — with a straight face.

ChatGPT, built by OpenAI (with massive funding from Microsoft) using their GPT-3/
GPT-4 LLMs, is not the only generative AI chatbot. Two others are Bard, built by 
Google (part of Alphabet) using their LaMDA LLM, and Claude, built by Anthropic 
(being former OpenAI alumni, in partnership with Google) using their AnthropicLM. 
And of course generative AI is not limited to outputting text, as images, audio, video and 
any other media (like 3D) or combinations thereof may be generated following mere 
prompts. Most of the ‘fake’ images going around, for instance, have been produced 
with Stable Diffusion, Midjourney or DALL-E. And then you have setups in which 
chatbots are used to control yet other components, such as HuggingGPT, ‘a framework 
that leverages LLMs (e.g., ChatGPT) to connect various AI models in machine learning 
communities (e.g., Hugging Face) to solve AI tasks’ (Shen et al. 2023), or TaskMatrix.
AI (Liang et al. 2023), ‘a chatbot that can interact with music services, e-commerce 
sites, online games and other online resources’ (The Economist 2023b). But let us now 
come back to earth, and look at the potential of an LLM like ChatGPT with lexico-
graphic purposes in mind.

3. ChatGPT and lexicography: The first six months
Lexicographers have always been at the forefront of dreaming up ways to harness the 
latest technology in order to compile better dictionaries — see de Schryver (2003) for the 
buzz 20 years ago, and de Schryver (2024) for an update written just prior to the release 
of ChatGPT. Given that an LLM is inherently more language-oriented than any (language) 
technology that came before, the hopes and expectations of the lexicographic community 
were understandably sky-high. These range from a team that didn’t wait to see the full and 
final proof of its usefulness, and quickly went ahead to write the necessary code so that their 
dictionary writing system (DWS) could interact with OpenAI’s GPT-3 (de Schryver and 
Joffe 2023),7 to a meticulous statistical study of the quality of COBUILD-style full-sentence 
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definitions as offered by ChatGPT (Lew forthcoming). An overview of all ten studies so far 
is presented in Table 1, followed by annotated summaries of each.

3.1. The end of lexicography, welcome to the machine (de Schryver and 
Joffe 2023)
Over the course of one week in February/March 2023, we gave five lectures on lexicography 
in Tokyo, Japan. The first one, presented together with the creator of TLex, David Joffe, 
was devoted to ChatGPT (de Schryver and Joffe 2023). In this lecture we start by pointing 
out the difference between using a search engine and conversing with ChatGPT when in 
need of lexical or encyclopaedic information. Using the famous Tokyo broadcasting tower 

Table 1: The first ten studies on the use of ChatGPT in lexicography

Date Title Who? Occasion Available?

27 February 2023 The end of lexicography, wel-
come to the machine: On 
how ChatGPT can already 
take over all of the diction-
ary maker’s tasks

de Schryver & Joffe The Tokyo 
Lectures 
on Lexi-
cography

YouTube

31 May - 3 June 
2023

Defin-o-bots: Challenging 
A.I. to create usable dic-
tionary content

Barrett DSNA 2023 —

22-24 June 2023 Automating the creation of 
dictionaries: Are we nearly 
there?

Rundell ASIALEX 
2023

Proceedings

22-24 June 2023 The return on investment of 
AI in lexicography

McKean & Fitz-
gerald

ASIALEX 
2023

Proceedings

27-29 June 2023 The end of lexicography? 
Can ChatGPT outperform 
current tools for post-
editing lexicography?

Jakubíček & 
Rundell

eLex 2023 Proceedings & 
YouTube

27-29 June 2023 Exploring the capabilities of 
ChatGPT for lexicograph-
ical purposes: A compari-
son with OALD within the 
microstructural framework

Phoodai & Rikk eLex 2023 Proceedings & 
YouTube

27-29 June 2023 Definition extraction for Slo-
vene: Patterns, transformer 
classifiers and ChatGPT

Tran, Podpečan, 
Jemec Tomazin & 
Pollak

eLex 2023 Proceedings & 
YouTube

27-29 June 2023 Round table on ‘Large lan-
guage models and AI in 
lexicography’

de Schryver, 
Rundell, Tavast, 
Rychlý, Kokol 
(panellists) & 
Krek (moderator)

eLex 2023 YouTube

27-29 June 2023 Invisible lexicographers, AI, 
and the future of the dic-
tionary

Nichols eLex 2023 YouTube

1 July 2023*
[*latest version; 

first version 12 
June 2023]

ChatGPT as a COBUILD 
lexicographer

Lew Humanities 
and Social 
Sciences 
Commun-
ications

Pre-print
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‘Skytree’ as an illustration, we immediately conclude that ChatGPT is far more superior: 
it gives better answers, in an intuitive way, and the output may be regenerated until one is 
satisfied. One could have stopped there: Exit Lexicographer, Enter Machine. However, we 
went back to the basics of lexicography, having ChatGPT generate full dictionary entries 
for both real as well as invented words and concepts, with and without supporting con-
text. For the invented material (such as for ‘Internet-transfer-based epigenetic inheritance’), 
ChatGPT clearly hallucinates = invents ‘facts’. In a next series of tests, we let ChatGPT 
chat with itself, also recursively down to a number of levels. This then morphs into tests 
to have ChatGPT write programming code, first for casual aspects, then for single dic-
tionary entries, then for a number of randomly-generated entries, using an XML template, 
with ChatGPT chatting with itself, to end with increasingly better-formatted dictionary 
material in structured XML, as well as JSON, YAML, CSV, TEI XML, and specifically for 
terminology even TMX and TBX, and finally XLIFF which is used in translation/localisa-
tion. Armed with all this knowledge of what ChatGPT can already do, and with a feeling 
of which prompts return relatively good results, AI functionality was added to TLex using 
OpenAI’s GPT-3 API.

This new functionality is then demonstrated live by David Joffe, and exactly one hour 
into the lecture a public online dictionary (at https://dictionaryq.com/GPT-dictionary/) is 
updated in real time with the new entries generated by the AI a few minutes prior. Figure 
1 shows the new OpenAI section in TLex: Apart from the default prompts, especially im-
portant is the fact that one can additionally set up one’s own custom prompts (which is any 
prompt of your own, making the tool a lot more powerful, to for instance cover languages 
other than English, to focus on LSP aspects, etc.), and the option to allow ‘batch processing’ 
(feed it a list of headwords and have it automatically create articles for all of them).

In a discussion section, brief consideration is given to the authorship of such (future) 
AI-generated dictionaries, colloquially stated as: ‘Bob or ChatGPT? Or both? Or should the 
full history be shown if/when the ChatGPT output is amended by Bob?’8 Other questions 
pondered include ‘Should “allow integrated AI functionality” be a privilege in user manage-
ment in TLex?’ and ‘Might editors want to block lexicographers from using it?’

In addition to the use of ChatGPT for the actual compilation of dictionary articles, the 
talk also spent some time on the use of ChatGPT during the pre-compilation phase, namely 
to generate mini starter corpora, which could be especially useful for LSP lexicography. 
Lastly, with regard to the post-compilation phase, examples were given of how ChatGPT 
can be brought in during publishing, sales (including marketing) and support, and even 
metalexicography given that ChatGPT summarises texts, has opinions, checks grammar/

Figure 1: OpenAI section in TLex, where users may enter their own ‘OpenAI secret key’ for any of the 
OpenAI functionality to work.

https://dictionaryq.com/GPT-dictionary/
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spelling, does keyword extraction, … all aspects metalexicographers need,9 and it can write 
on a meta-level well enough to fool most of our colleagues already.10

In conclusion we suggest to accept that AI has matured, and to use it. Rather than moan 
about the dangers of AI (which are real!), one should jump on the wagon and use the tech-
nology, to free up time for us humans to do more useful things. If we don’t, future human 
lexicographers will be forced to stop claiming anything digital was involved, will have to 
stop claiming that their dictionaries are based on ‘real language’ — as seen in corpora, and 
processed with corpus query software, and synthesised by in-the-flesh-lexicographers as 
started by COBUILD in the 1980s (Sinclair 1987b). Rather, they would have to insist that 
their dictionaries were produced the good-old-fashioned way, i.e. ‘manually’. It is better to 
let ‘the machine’ do the bulk of the work, with human intervention only at the vetting stage. 
In short, augment the production rate and quality of lexicographic products with AI.

3.2. Defin-o-bots (Barrett 2023)
At the DSNA 2023 conference, Grant Barrett (2023) gave a report on his attempts to 
use ChatGPT to write dictionary definitions, give etymologies and compose examples, and 
Stable Diffusion to generate (dictionary) illustrations. Disclosure: Prior to his talk, Barret 
had watched the recording of our Tokyo lecture on ChatGPT (see Section 3.1), and he also 
refers to it in his wrap-up. In a recent e-mail he stated: ‘while we did cover some similar 
ground, I think our approaches are complementary’ (Barrett, personal communication, 15 
July 2023). Indeed, his experiments with generating images using AI are intriguing, espe-
cially so that no other study in lexicography so far did go there.

Rather than worry about or laugh at ChatGPT, Barrett suggests to simply view it as an-
other tool. He also contends that, for the best results, there should be human input at the 
beginning (to arrive at the optimal prompt via trial and error) and at the end (to clean up 
the output). His first attempts involve the writing of definitions for ‘mirusvirus’, a term 
that entered the English language in April 2023. He does not get anywhere with ChatGPT, 
which is not surprising given that the data collection for GPT-4 ended in September 2021. 
ChatGPT offers to define ‘virus’ instead, and this leads to the highly unexpected realisation 
that no less than four dictionaries are plagiarised in the process. In discussing this outcome, 
Barrett offered: ‘I wonder about dictionary definitions, which are prone to appearing all 
over the Internet, especially when licensed, and how much they “poison the well”’ (Barrett, 
personal communication, 15 July 2023). We agree, as it seems GPT-4 took phrases like ‘a 
submicroscopic infectious agent that is unable to grow or reproduce outside a host cell’ 
wholesale, as it occurs very many times (here 104 times according to Google, after drilling 
down and actually going to the last page, including ‘similar’ pages) exactly as such on the 
Internet. This must push the predict-next-word model used in the LLM to ‘memorisation’ 
and thus to output the repetitive input verbatim.11 In the end, Barrett resorted to Google’s 
Bard to obtain a set of decent definitions for ‘mirusvirus’, stratified for college, unabridged 
and scientific dictionaries. Bard also generated acceptable (though wordy) etymologies for 
‘mirusvirus’, as well as for the homograph and homophone ‘loo’ (in the sense of ‘strong, 
dry summer wind in India’, a loan from Hindi), although the quotations in support seem 
to be hallucinations. The etymologies offered for a third test word, however, the slang and 
slightly offensive ‘shithousery’, were all useless, whether generated by ChatGPT, Bard or 
even Bing Chat (basically Microsoft’s search engine Bing combined with OpenAI’s GPT 
engines). Further fine-tuning of the prompt in ChatGPT resulted in a tolerable etymology 
here, with lots of caveating and hedging. When it comes to the generation of example sen-
tences, the results for ‘shithousery’ using ChatGPT, and ‘loo’ using Bard are poor (only 
about three out of ten are proper exemplifications with enough context), while the ex-
amples for ‘monkey’ seem rather good using ChatGPT, but very bad with Bard.

Throughout the talk, the various test words are illustrated with AI-generated images.12 
One of the most fascinating moves is when Barrett uses ChatGPT to generate good image 
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prompts; prompts which he then feeds into Stable Diffusion to generate images. In a section 
on intellectual property rights, Barrett laments the fact that tools to detect whether some-
thing was AI-generated or not, seem not to work very well. In conclusion, he would like to 
see a situation where ‘our existing careful corpora [are] being used as the text sources for 
custom-built models for generating example sentences and definitions using the generative 
AI techniques, and then subjected to the usual lexicographical scrutiny’. He also fears the 
day when LLM output found on the Internet will be fed into future LLMs as input, ‘leading 
to feedback loops, inbreeding, and monoculture’.

3.3. Automating the creation of dictionaries (Rundell 2023)
During the opening keynote lecture at the ASIALEX 2023 conference, Michael Rundell 
(2023) contrasted the current state of the art in dictionary compilation with his first im-
pressions on the use of ChatGPT for lexicographic purposes. Disclosure: At various places 
during his talk, Rundell refers to and discusses our Tokyo lecture on ChatGPT (see Section 
3.1). The title of his talk only differs in its sub-title compared to an earlier study: While he 
still wondered in 2011 ‘Where will it all end?’ (Rundell and Kilgarriff 2011), he now won-
ders ‘Are we nearly there?’ (Rundell 2023). His conclusion is that for the time being (read: 
with the current state of LLMs like ChatGPT) we are not yet there.

He begins his argument by looking at the state of the field in 2011 (see also Rundell 2012b), 
noting that the post-lexicographic phase of publication, as well as the pre-lexicographic phase 
of corpus building and headword-list development, had both already been substantially auto-
mated. With regard to the central task of dictionary compilation, he reviews lexical profiling 
software (Word Sketches offered neat summaries; Kilgarriff and Tugwell (2001)), word sense 
disambiguation (not yet automated; Kilgarriff and Rychlý (2010)), example selection (the 
GDEX algorithm provided good examples; Kilgarriff et al. (2008)), labelling (only modestly 
automated), and the production of definitions (not automated). Moving to the next decade 
(2011-2022) he notes that ‘the corpora used by lexicographers grew by an order of magnitude 
or more’, that labels ‘continued to resist easy automation’, and that a new requirement ap-
peared, namely, the need ‘for the dictionary to be always up to date’ (only partially achieved). 
Continued improvements to the Sketch Engine (Kilgarriff et al. 2004; Kilgarriff et al. 2014), 
allowed for a lot of automation during the compilation of two Slovene dictionaries (Kosem et 
al. 2014), and even more so for the three multilingual Lao, Tagalog and Urdu (SLs) to Korean 
cum English (TLs) dictionaries (Baisa et al. 2019; Jakubíček et al. 2021). The latter project is 
considered to be the ‘first attempt at full-scale “post-editing lexicography” on a major project’ 
and as such the state of the art in lexicography.

Using a number of test words, Rundell then looks at how ChatGPT handles meanings 
and definitions. He notes that the simple technical term ‘carbon cycle’ is well-defined, as is 
the adjective ‘remiss’. For the polysemous ‘party’ the results are poor, and for the even more 
polysemous ‘overwhelm’ it is weak. When asked for a definition of ‘presentation’ it even 
starts with ‘according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary …’ while what follows is not in 
M-W — a clear (and highly annoying) hallucination. In a next series of prompts, he focuses 
on examples and grammar. The examples for ‘fair’, ‘party’, and ‘command’ are consistently 
bad. Looking at the output for ‘aside’ and ‘haunt’ he notes that ChatGPT mixes up the parts 
of speech.

In a concluding section, Rundell asks three important questions. For the first, ‘Can 
ChatGPT successfully answer users’ lexical queries?’, he answers in the affirmative, but ob-
serves that existing resources can do this as well and even ‘outperform ChatGPT in terms 
of simplicity and reliability’. We disagree with the ‘simplicity’ part, but given that we need 
‘trust’ and ‘curation’ we definitely agree with the ‘reliability’ part. For his second question, 
‘Can ChatGPT generate good dictionaries with minimal human input?’, he answers with a 
straightforward no. This is debatable as there are already several aspects of the dictionary-
making process for which ChatGPT gives surprisingly good results that need no further 
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editing. With regard to his last question, ‘Can ChatGPT outperform existing technologies 
in creating a draft dictionary for post-editing?’, he points out that ‘it would be hazardous 
in the extreme to rely on any large language model which did not allow access to the 
underlying data on which its output is based’. When post-editing lexicographic material 
with the currently available tools, it is always possible to see the ‘proof’ in the underlying 
(and linked) corpus data. Rundell judges this to be of paramount importance, and precisely 
because today’s LLMs are black boxes, with their output non-deterministic at that, he con-
cludes that ChatGPT, for the time being, does not herald ‘the end of lexicography’.

3.4. The return on investment of AI in lexicography (McKean and Fitzgerald 
2023)
During the second keynote lecture at the ASIALEX 2023 conference, Erin McKean’s main 
contribution to the discussion of ChatGPT in lexicography revolved around a series of 
concerns she raised (McKean and Fitzgerald 2023). Before doing so, and just as the three 
previous studies had done (Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3), she begins by reviewing ChatGPT’s 
performance, guided by the assumption that: ‘Since much modern lexicography is based on 
investigation and analysis of large-scale corpora similar to the corpora used to train LLMs, 
we hypothesize that LLMs could be used for typical lexicographic tasks’. Her first three 
tests, however, all lead to disappointing results: Provided with an incomplete macrostruc-
ture, ChatGPT performs poorly on suggesting missing headwords; Asked to give phrases 
with ‘cut’ ChatGPT also offers material that does not even include the target word (‘Like 
a hot knife through butter’, in addition to ‘Cut and dried’, ‘Cut corners’, …); and Tasked 
with giving forms for ‘alter’ ChatGPT fails to order the forms alphabetically (alteration n., 
alterable adj., alterably adv., alterationist n., altercate v., altercation n., alternating v.). In 
contrast, when fed with one up to two corpus lines for words like ‘cheapfake’, ‘lash tab’, 
‘psychobiome’, ‘claxonomy’, ‘booksona’, etc. ChatGPT provides good definitions. Actually, 
even though only words without a Wiktionary definition were chosen, it is clear to us that 
more than just the information from the provided corpus lines is used to generate the defin-
itions; so in addition to the prompt, information in the LLM itself is also recycled. The task 
to rewrite (simplify) definitions (from adult to child level) is less impressive, as the result 
is often clunky or awkward. Moving to exemplification, asking ChatGPT for exact first 
citations is reliably unreliable, while a prompt that contains both a headword and a defin-
ition returns reasonable examples that include typical collocates. Lastly, labelling (‘vulgar’, 
‘formal’, ‘derogatory’, …) is more useful than anticipated, while the production of IPA pro-
nunciation from respelled forms is wildly inconsistent.

McKean’s first concern is an environmental one: She calculates that if ChatGPT were 
used for the quarterly OED updates, an extra 1,000 litres of water would be required 
each year (to cool the data centre which hosts the LLM). Her second set of concerns starts 
with bias: ‘English-language text from the open web is not produced equally by all English 
speakers […] Using LLMs to produce dictionary text practically ensures that the language 
of non-white, non-male, disabled, queer, and poor people will be underrepresented in dic-
tionaries, and that definitions created by generative AI are at risk of perpetuating harmful 
stereotypes’. She is also concerned about confabulation (inaccurate facts) and hallucination 
(invented facts), transparency (we do not know which texts went into the LLM), and re-
producibility (results are non-deterministic). Thirdly, there are the industry concerns: ‘By 
using LLMs [we] risk losing lexicography as a profession entirely’. Fourth, she has con-
cerns about IP and copyright: ‘memorisation’ may lead to plagiarism (see Section 3.2), and 
the following opinion will surely lead to a legal quagmire: ‘While some prompts may be 
sufficiently creative to be protected by copyright, that does not mean that material gen-
erated from a copyrightable prompt is itself copyrightable’ (U.S. Copyright Office 2023). 
Fifth, there is the regulatory compliance: ChatGPT is available in the EU today, but may be 
pulled if regulations become unfavourable (Reuters 2023).13 Six, there are concerns about 
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consumer confidence: while several dictionary brands are known for their ‘authority’ and 
‘reliability’, there are no norms and customs yet for LLM output. In conclusion, McKean 
feels it is premature to go all-in on ChatGPT, rather, she suggests the community develops 
an evaluation taskset for dictionaries first, and also advocates the creation of lexicography-
specific LLMs.

3.5. The end of lexicography? (Jakubíček and Rundell 2023)
At the eLex 2023 conference Miloš Jakubíček and Michael Rundell (2023) presented their 
observations after having fed 99 headwords from the DANTE sample list (Atkins et al. 
2010) to ChatGPT.14, 15 They begin by noting that the automation of word-list creation, 
example extraction and collocation selection developed alongside corpus development 
(Jakubíček et al. 2013). Left implicit, LLMs could then represent the ensuing step towards 
full automation of the lexicographic process. In a next section they discuss some tech-
nical aspects of ChatGPT and OpenAI’s GPT-based models, paying particular attention 
to the concept of ‘token’ in LLMs (being used for subword tokenisation), and the non-
deterministic nature of LLMs (same question, different answers). Even though the models 
are proprietary, and even though the link between (academic) publications and the actual 
products is often unclear, they list seven properties which they deem ‘durable’. (1) Language 
modelling, not reasoning: ‘The model does not perform any logical inference in terms of 
formal reasoning, nor does it build any kind of knowledge base of facts’. (2) Both the 
training and the inference are non-deterministic. (3) ‘Once the model is trained, it is static’ 
(cf. the frequent ‘admissions’ by the current version of ChatGPT that it ‘knows’ nothing 
after September 2021). (4) ‘[T]he model does not keep references to training sources’, so 
if entire sentences happen to be cited verbatim, that is random and unintentional. (5) The 
length of prompts and their responses is limited, currently to about 500 – 1,000 words. (6) 
Over 90% of the training data is in English; prompts in any other language are answered 
‘via’ English, and are thus patterned onto the (linguistic) characteristics and structures of 
the English language. (7) There is a need to fine-tune prompts, also between model versions, 
which is an obstacle to formalisation.

Reporting on their experiments, they point out that ChatGPT does not do well in terms 
of word-sense division, coming across as a ‘splitter’ (as opposed to a ‘lumper’ in lexico-
graphic parlance). For ‘climate’, for instance, it lists six senses, where all of them should 
be lumped under a single meaning, while a second meaning was left out altogether. Next, 
they find that ChatGPT tends to define words like ‘command n.’ or ‘efficient’ more than 
adequately, though at times a key component is missing, such as at ‘garden’ and ‘beach’. 
In terms of grammatical information, (in)transitivity is not always handled well and some 
parts of speech are wrongly assigned. When it comes to labelling, the results are good: 
‘half-caste’ is marked as offensive, ‘betimes’ is identified as archaic. Lastly, for example 
sentences, it is ‘as if they have been made up by a rather unimaginative human editor [and] 
predominantly follow the formula “3rd person subject with simple past verb”’.

In a concluding section, Jakubíček and Rundell list arguments in favour of ChatGPT: 
it is easy to use, it continues to be developed, it is affordable, it is multilingual, and the 
API can readily be integrated into a DWS. Furthermore, when a human converses with 
ChatGPT they can also challenge the bot in an attempt to improve the lexicographic 
response. And, they note, there is even one aspect for which ChatGPT exceeds the cur-
rent state of the art, namely for synonym/antonym classification. That, of course, should 
not surprise, as it is part and parcel of the inner workings of LLMs (see Section 2, par. 
2, step 2: ‘meaning space’). They also discuss arguments against ChatGPT. First, and 
with a nod to Kilgarriff (2007), ‘GPTology is bad science’: ‘ChatGPT is using unknown 
data sources, with non-deterministic (and very likely soon-to-be-personalized) responses’. 
Second, ChatGPT reproduces bad lexicographic practice from an earlier age, such as 
‘lexicographese’ (e.g. ‘the act or state of X’, ‘characterised by Y’, etc.), likely because 
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the free reference works that ended up in the LLM are those for which the copyright 
lapsed rather than contemporary ones. Third, ‘ChatGPT and GPT-like models do not 
make back-linking evidence possible’. In conclusion, they are convinced that lexicog-
raphers are still needed to compile dictionaries, and would rather see the fine-tuning of 
LLMs for lexicography.

3.6. ChatGPT vs. the OALD (Phoodai and Rikk 2023)
At the eLex 2023 conference Chayanon Phoodai and Richárd Rikk (2023) set out to 
compare, for a selection of 50 top-frequent English headwords,16 the types of microstruc-
tural slots ChatGPT could provide information for vs. the inclusion or not of such slots 
in the Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary of Current English, Tenth Edition (OALD-
10, Hornby et al. 2020). Given that they are only interested in knowing whether or not 
ChatGPT can fill a slot, without taking the quality of what it produces into account, the 
outcome of a comparison with a real-world reference work like the OALD-10, onto which 
space-constraints are enforced, is wholly predictable: Of course ChatGPT will come out 
the winner! In their study, ChatGPT fills the slots 68% of the time, the OALD-10 just 57% 
of the times. But what does this outcome mean?17 The most polite way to summarise this 
effort — which has serious methodological problems and even contains unexplained ab-
breviations18 — is to say that this is much ado about nothing. To add insult to injury — the 
majority of us not being fans of Wiegand’s so-called theorising (Rundell 2012a) — the point 
of departure is a selection of Wiegand’s (1989) ‘more than 200 classes of functional text 
segments that serve as structural indicators within the dictionary microstructure’ (Phoodai 
and Rikk 2023: 338).

3.7. Definition extraction and ChatGPT (Tran, Podpečan, Jemec Tomazin and 
Pollak 2023)
Rather than write a definition from scratch, a popular method employed by terminographers, 
is to have software do the job by querying an LSP corpus. Over the years, very many 
rule-based (starting in the 1990s), machine-learning (starting in the noughties), and 
neural-network (starting in the 2010s) solutions have been developed for that goal. The 
computational task is to automatically identify definitions from unstructured running text, 
for which terminographers favour output with a high precision over high recall, or thus 
fewer definition-candidates for which the probability that they are also definitions is high 
(rather than the reverse: more candidates with a lower probability). With the arrival of 
ChatGPT, an obvious urge is to see whether this LLM can also help with that task, and 
this is exactly what Tran et al. (2023) looked into at the eLex 2023 conference. In their 
paper they evaluate three types of approaches to definition extraction in Slovene: a baseline 
pattern-based classifier (which is rule-based), four deep-learning transformers (so neural 
networks), and prompts submitted to ChatGPT. For the latter, sentences in Slovene that 
were either definitions or not had to be judged by ChatGPT, which was requested to reply 
with only ‘Definition’ or ‘Non Definition’. The results show that when the LSP corpora only 
contain a limited number of well-structured definitions with clear linguistic signals, the 
baseline pattern-based classifier outperforms the other methods, but for LSP corpora with 
fewer clues, deep-learning transformers and ChatGPT prompting are more effective. When 
comparing the latter two, transformers lead to higher precision, ChatGPT to higher recall. 
So, while not yet there, this is clearly a very encouraging result.

3.8. Round table on ChatGPT (de Schryver, Rundell, Tavast, Rychlý, Kokol 
(panellists) & Krek (moderator) 2023)
In the wake of the release of ChatGPT, it was felt that a round table on large language 
models and AI in lexicography simply had to be organised at eLex 2023 — the most re-
cent instalment of the biennial conference series which focuses solely on the digital aspects 
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of our field. Organised by Iztok Kosem and Jelena Kallas, and moderated by Simon Krek 
(SK), five experts were invited to participate. Each of the panellists was asked to state their 
position first. The moderator then framed the ensuing discussion around five questions/
topics.19

3.8.1. Position statements
Our position statement was reproduced verbatim in Section 1 already; the next four are 
summarised here.

Michael Rundell (MR) is critical, arguing that with the current tools for dictionary com-
pilation, we can always go back to the corpus, which is not possible with ChatGPT. For 
him, this is a deal-breaker: if LLMs remain a black box, this is not good; we really need 
access back to the source.

Arvi Tavast (AT) stresses that we need to distinguish between the engine (i.e. the large 
language model), and the chat interface. Engines are not new (GPT-3.5 is years old), we 
just became aware of them thanks to the fact that a chat interface (i.e. ChatGPT) was made 
available to the general public. He is surprised by the development so far, and expects the de-
velopments ‘next week’ to be as surprising. He then introduces some interesting terminology 
regarding user-interface styles in general. While 2D (‘flat things’) has been around for a long 
time (paper, computer displays, phone screens), 3D (augmented reality) was until recently the 
latest fad. However, he argues that we now entered the era of 1D (sequential user interfaces), 
and that sequential access is more intuitive for humans. It is simply more natural to ‘just ask’ 
what something means, rather than to have to open a book (or website) and to have to start 
looking up (or searching for) a word, to then seek the proper meaning, etc.

Pavel Rychlý (PR) argues that LLMs including ChatGPT are really just that, ‘language 
models’: they merely generate the most probable continuation of a prompt, no more, 
no less. For him, a good analogy is ‘dictating’ (you cannot go back, you dictate word by 
word). This leads to his position that LLMs cannot currently be used in lexicography, 
because even very good lexicographers cannot dictate without some thinking, consulting 
corpora, and so on. He is convinced that LLMs will never generate a dictionary entry 
from scratch. On the other hand, he believes LLMs may be used for small tasks, as we 
do now in post-editing lexicography, especially if the LLMs are trained/fine-tuned for 
that task. Lastly, he believes that that fine-tuning will eventually become available for 
lexicography.

Marko Kokol (MK) trusts that lexicographers are not going to be replaced: when an 
LLM is wrong, it is very confidently wrong. But, he adds, ‘the part that scares me is that 
we do not really understand some of the emerging behaviour; while it is true that the 
model only predicts the next word, we do not really know why it sometimes sounds like it 
is making logical decisions (as it is not really designed to do that)’ — so we might end up 
being replaced after all. He has high hopes that with open-source models (such as Meta’s 
LLaMA), it will in future be possible to train specific LLMs that help us perform lexico-
graphic tasks.

3.8.2. LexGPT
SK: ‘How should the lexicographic community deal with or react to the arrival of LLMs 
and resulting applications? Does it make sense to think about a specialised lexicographic 
‘LexGPT’ model and/or applications? If yes, based on what? Which data, which technology?’

MK: Regarding the data, we should recall that ChatGPT has been trained primarily 
on English corpora, so it is very important to start creating the data resources for 
under-resourced languages (like Slovene, with 2.5 million speakers) to train adequate 
modelling.

AT: The models need to speak our languages — in general, not just for lexicography. But 
know that people will require answers to questions about language, rather than requiring 
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a dictionary. Hence, these technologies should not be used as part of the lexicographic 
process, but as part of providing information to the users. Reformulated, it should not be 
lexicographers using these models, but users.

MR: But we already do that; for a quick fix we go to DeepL or Google; so ChatGPT 
looks more cumbersome to do the same. Yet we should not look at it in binary terms: Does 
ChatGPT replace all the things that we do now, or not? It is better to lower the expect-
ations: Figure out what it does really well, and what it doesn’t, and incorporate ChatGPT 
into the tools that we use at the moment.

G-M: Remember that ChatGPT is a general-purpose tool; it does everything for everyone, 
it passes exams on the weirdest topics, we are just this tiny slice of the population who work 
on dictionaries and we are already impressed. So, should we make a LexGPT? Of course! 
Feed it with good dictionaries rather than the freebies currently online. What is it good at 
right now? COBUILD-style definitions! Why? Well, it’s natural language.

3.8.3. Specialised models, (retrained) smaller models, etc.
SK: ‘What should lexicographers be attentive to as far as work with LLMs is concerned, 
which important developments? (e.g. specialised models, (retrained) smaller models, etc.)’

SK: For instance, the Swedes wanted to make their own LLM for Swedish, but found 
out that they do not have enough data, and then wondered whether they could include 
neighbouring languages that are similar. The minimum needed is 300 billion tokens and 40 
billion parameters ‘for Nordic languages’.

PR: For lexicographic purposes, you do not need such big models; tens of billions of words 
are enough, and these exist for many languages. Smaller models which are specialised for 
the task at hand also do not need to be that big, and do not need to run on supercomputers 
but may run on computers that can be rented for just a few hundred to a thousand dollars. 
The development of these language models is quite fast, especially in the open-source area, 
where they are even farther than at commercial companies like Google and OpenAI. In a 
few years from now, we will be able to train such models using much smaller resources than 
now; it will be easy to make a Lex-model.

AT: And then there is also ‘fine-tuning’, meaning that we do not need to build models 
from scratch, we can fine-tune the foundation models.

MK: Indeed, LLaMA as well as some quantised models can already be fine-tuned with 
consumer hardware (like NVIDIA 4090), but in our experience it is very hard to use for 
languages that have not been included in the original training. In other words, fine-tuning 
is fine when the model has seen the language during its training phase; if not at all, then the 
results can be pretty random.

AT: The original LLaMA from Meta has been trained on the Slovene Wikipedia, which 
is relatively small, and also on the Estonian Wikipedia, but Open LLaMA has only seen 
English, so it is a bit of a challenge.

3.8.4. Languages
SK: ‘Languages other than English: Are LLMs and applications useful for smaller lan-
guages? How big is the usual digital divide between English >< German, French, Spanish, 
Italian >< all the rest?’

AT: We need to get rid of three things: copyright, personal data, and confidentiality, so that 
we can include everything in our corpora, and that will help our languages to survive. In other 
words, as much text as possible must be made available to the large commercial companies.

MK: Do not forget about the ‘alphabet challenge’, as extra characters raise the com-
plexity of training the models.

G-M: From the point of view of the generated output by ChatGPT, there are no copyright 
issues (you cannot see who wrote what, it’s a machine), and there are no privacy issues (there 
is no one involved, it’s a black box). All you need to do is to build your billion-word corpora. 
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How? Let everyone speak at home, put recorders there, let it be transcribed automatically, 
and you have your billions of words (for Zulu, and Swahili, and all the other languages).

SK: Imagine you need a corpus, you order it from a model, and then use it for a lexico-
graphic description. Or you want a new book by Saint Thomas Aquinas, you order it. Is 
that blasphemy?

MR: I would just like the system to be a lot more discriminating. Take ‘cookie’ in Urban 
Dictionary, for which there are dozens of different so-called meanings (most borderline 
pornographic). The system scraped all of that off Urban Dictionary, and presented all of it 
as if these are all real senses. There is something deeply wrong with that, especially in com-
parison with all the systems we have now, even quite automated ones.

SK: Imagine you have a completely under-resourced language, but from the data that 
you get across languages, you actually can produce a lot of data which is semi-OK for your 
language. Is that a good thing or a bad thing?

G-M: I can confirm that we did some tests, and the output for very basic words in some 
of the Bantu languages is OK, but once you want to do something beyond Primary 1, it 
starts to struggle, and very quickly it mixes up languages even. That is because it actually 
goes via English and then remaps it to the other languages. So it comes back to adding more 
data, for example in the way I suggested.

3.8.5. The near future
SK: ‘What do you think can be expected in the near future, which technologies will prevail? 
To what extent is it possible to predict what will happen next?’

MK: We are at the top of a hype cycle. As with the metaverse, we are going to distil what is 
actually useful, and what isn’t. I think we are going to see a lot of specialised models appearing.

PR: In one or two years from now, there will be many more models we can play with 
(maybe not for Bantu languages, but for most European languages), to use and fine-tune.

AT: I can confidently predict one thing. There will be things that will happen in the near 
future, which will be significant, and which we cannot predict now.

MR: It’s such a rapidly moving target, isn’t it? Yes, we cannot predict.
G-M: No, it’s very easy to predict. There will be three types of dictionaries: (1) those 

produced fully automatically (and I know that these already exist, because our software is 
used for it; they are being sold, and no one knows that the machine made them); (2) those 
produced by more scrupulous publishers who will say, well we got help from ChatGPT and 
we modified the material; and (3) those for which dictionary makers will say, you know, this 
is compiled manually, we did not use computers, no corpora, I sat down with my team and 
for 20 years we wrote this by hand, so this is human, and this will then also sell because it 
was compiled by actual people and not a machine anymore.

3.8.6. Open LLMs in Europe
SK: ‘What do you expect will happen with (open) LLMs in the EU/ Europe? EU vs. USA 
vs. China. (Also connected with this: EU AI Act, Google Bard not available in the EU, etc.)’

SK: The European Commission will invest to produce an open LLM, which will include 
all (regional) EU languages.

Miloš Jakubíček [from the floor]: The problem of the EU is that it’s just throwing money 
all over the place, in an attempt to chase the US; it’s not going to happen.

3.9. Invisible lexicographers, AI, and the future of the dictionary (Nichols 2023)
During the closing keynote lecture at the eLex 2023 conference, Wendalyn Nichols (2023) 
considered the arrival of OpenAI’s ChatGPT with entirely different eyes, namely those ‘of a 
vanishing breed, which is the head of an in-house dictionary team at a publishing company’, 
adding that she consequently ‘know[s] a little bit about survival and reinvention, and wresting 
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opportunities from threats’.20, 21 The latter announces the bulk of her talk, which revolves 
around a SWOT analysis of ChatGPT relative to a learner’s thesaurus. In order to collect ar-
guments for SWOT’s four quadrants (Strengths – Weaknesses – Opportunities – Threats), she 
looks at a number of conversations with ChatGPT and compares the information therein with 
the lexicographic data in the Cambridge Thesaurus (McIntosh 2023). Nichols recognises three 
main Strengths of ChatGPT: it is easy to use; it can provide the meaning of a word as it is used 
in a sentence; and it can synthesise vast amounts of data on demand. The first three Weaknesses 
of ChatGPT she lists are: it hallucinates; answers are too complex (for typical users); and one 
requires skill in writing prompts. She also claims that ChatGPT makes syntactic errors, and that 
it cannot easily deal with synonymy. We could not see those syntactic errors in the examples 
provided, so perhaps ‘poor syntax’ is what was meant. As to the complaint about synonymy, 
the goal was actually to explain detailed differences of near-synonymy; but this was not made 
explicit in the various prompts used. The last Weakness is that ChatGPT is only as accurate and 
current as the data it is trained on. Next, and from a publisher’s point of view, Nichols sees four 
Threats. The first is that ChatGPT is free to use (which the Cambridge Thesaurus is as well, but 
supported by ads). The second is that answers by ChatGPT sound utterly plausible, and confi-
dently so, but are often untrue: ‘so it is a material threat to content producers, because we know 
that people largely do not bring their critical thinking skills to the active consuming of informa-
tion on the Web’. The third Threat revolves around the age-old user need for context-sensitive 
answers whereas dictionaries only provide general context-free information (Varantola 2002: 
33). The fact that ChatGPT can provide the meaning of a (polysemous) word as it is used in a 
sentence (the second Strength above), is thus simultaneously also an existential Threat to pub-
lishers: here is the Holy Grail of lexicography, effortlessly ‘solved’ by ChatGPT. The last pub-
lisher Threat, with reference to Barrett’s finding of (occasional) wholesale copying (see Section 
3.2), is that ChatGPT violates copyright law: ‘someone cannot by law re-use content that may 
be legitimately licensed for the site where it originated, but isn’t licensed for re-use’.

This then leads to the important question: ‘How do we manage the strengths and exploit 
the weaknesses to mitigate the threats and make opportunities for ourselves?’ Seeing that 
ChatGPT can provide the meaning of a word as it is used in a sentence (Strength) but also 
that its answers are too complex (Weakness), leads to the first Opportunity: the wish to 
develop a contextual search feature trained on our content. The fact that ChatGPT is only 
as accurate and current as the data it is trained on (Weakness), leads to the Opportunity to 
account for neologisms and a community effort by dictionary brands (which have active 
followings on social media) to ‘lead the public conversation about language change’. The 
last area of Opportunity is to provide better answers for what bots are currently not good 
at, which leads to the suggestion to improve contextual advice as users write in real time, 
and the suggestion that ‘AI can help users to curate their own experiences of online diction-
aries, so that the sites are no longer generic, but truly “my dictionary”’.

Throughout her talk, Nichols also raises a number of concerns. Three stand out. First, 
the bots are generating content faster than regulatory agencies and legislators can keep 
up with.22 Second, bots like ChatGPT are unable to make value judgements; they cannot 
analyse data and draw conclusions. Third: ‘Publishers with storied brand names have the 
advantage of an association in users’ minds with authority of content’ (and by implication: 
ChatGPT lacks this authority). In conclusion, Nichols would like to see a situation where 
‘we ourselves can train AI on our good content, to retrieve information in imaginative new 
ways to improve our customer’s experience’.

3.10. ChatGPT as a COBUILD lexicographer (Lew forthcoming)
In a preprint of a study which first became available on 12 June 2023, Robert Lew (forth-
coming) offers a meticulous analysis of the accuracy and quality of COBUILD-style entries for 
English monolingual learner’s dictionaries as produced by ChatGPT.23 With a sample of fifteen 
verbs of communication,24 his focus is on definitions, example sentences, and the entries as a 
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whole. Using long and detailed prompts, he first collected ChatGPT outputs, as well as the cor-
responding entries from the actual COBUILD dictionary (COBUILD 2023), and presented this 
material in a blinded randomised way to four human experts for evaluation, two of whom had 
worked on the original COBUILD dictionary and two of whom had not but were experts in 
English pedagogical lexicography. None of them was informed that half the material had been 
generated by AI; they only learned about this at the debriefing stage.

Starting with the first COBUILD dictionary (Sinclair et al. 1987), dictionaries in this 
series are well known for a number of revolutionary aspects (Sinclair 1987b), chief among 
them their full-sentence defining style which consists of two clauses, the first illustrating the 
usage pattern, the second a paraphrase of meaning (Hanks 1987; Barnbrook 2002). They 
were also the first learner’s dictionaries for which all examples were taken verbatim from a 
corpus rather than being invented (Fox 1987). And in terms of overall and article structure 
they moved grammatical and other aspects to an Extra Column on the right-hand side of 
each page (Sinclair 1987a). When COBUILD morphed from paper to digital, that Extra 
Column disappeared (also in the print versions), but the grammatical and other informa-
tion that had been separated out and made super-explicit, was kept in dedicated slots.

Lew’s assumptions were that the conversational format of the full-sentence defining style 
should be easily emulated by ChatGPT (which is, after all, designed to converse), while 
for the example sentences the probabilistic nature of LLMs should ‘result in natural word 
choices that are authentic-like’. Lew did not formulate a hypothesis on the use of ChatGPT 
for the entry as a whole, and as a matter of fact the syntax codes and lists of inflected forms 
were left out from his test entries. The evaluation of this third aspect, then, boils down to 
a combination of the evaluations of the quality of the definitions and examples (together 
with, in all likelihood, an evaluation of sense division and entry organisation).

The four lexicographers were asked to rate each sense definition and each sense example — 
whether human-generated or AI-generated (but that was thus unbeknown to them) — using a 
five-point scale. They could also leave open-ended comments on all three aspects (definitions, 
examples, entries). By means of statistical analysis using R, Lew proceeds with a very con-
vincing investigation. Amongst others, he shows that ‘for six out of the fifteen headwords, 
the sense definitions proposed by ChatGPT are at least as good as those written by human 
COBUILD lexicographers’. The AI-generated examples are found to be less satisfying, but Lew 
then hypothesises that this may be due to sub-optimal training, so he rephrases his prompt 
(which by now approaches the length of a page). ChatGPT’s revised example sentences are in-
deed ‘more elaborate and varied, use less boilerplate structures, and exhibit more variation in 
grammatical tense’. All in all, then, these are undeniably ground-breaking findings: ChatGPT 
definitions (of the COBUILD-style) are ‘practically indistinguishable in quality from those 
written by highly trained human lexicographers’ and with prompt engineering ChatGPT is 
‘capable of generating example sentences that are both authentic-sounding and accessible’.

4. Discussion, with particular reference to COBUILD
Even though (at just over half a year) the field of applying generative AI to lexicography is 
still young, ten dedicated studies and presentations have already been produced, involving 
nearly twenty different colleagues, whose work and thinking either exclusively or mainly 
revolves around ChatGPT. Interest has come especially from Europeans (12 colleagues), 
followed by North Americans (4), Asians (2) and an African (1). As the review of the pa-
pers and talks has shown, the topics covered are varied, and together encompass the entire 
process from pre-lexicography, over lexicography, to post-lexicography. Americans seem to 
be very interested in the monetary aspects, as well as copyright issues (Barrett; McKean & 
Fitzgerald; Nichols), Europeans tend to focus on dictionary quality (Rundell; Lew), while 
the application builders cover both extremes: the true believers (Joffe & team) versus the 
more cautious ones (Jakubíček & team).
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With regard to lexicography proper, all the major macro- and microstructural compo-
nents have been given attention: headwords, pronunciations, parts of speech, word senses, 
definitions, translations, examples, labels, synonyms and antonyms, etymologies, as well 
as illustrations. Underrepresented are proper multilingual studies as well as those in lan-
guages other than English.25 Most attention went to definitions and examples. Overall, 
the studies found that the definitions generated by ChatGPT are good to very good; the 
results for examples range from poor to rather good following extra prompting. All of this 
is summarised in Table 2, which includes a new study in the last column (to be discussed 
further down, in the present Section 4).26

The lines in Table 2 that contain the most positive assessments so far on the use of ChatGPT 
in lexicography are the ones for definitions. And within that block, ChatGPT’s emulation of the 
type of definitions found in COBUILD monolingual English learner’s dictionaries seems excep-
tional (see Section 3.10). Given this outcome, it is highly pertinent to devote a further analysis 
to this aspect. The now famous COBUILD full-sentence defining style actually came about ac-
cidentally (Hanks, personal communication, 2009-2010).27 After four years of filling ‘the data-
base’28 with useful facts about how the English language is really used based on the material 
seen in the Birmingham Corpus (7.3 million running words at the start of the project, 20 million 
near the end), and with deadlines looming, the managing editor, Patrick Hanks, came up with a 
cunning plan to streamline the style of all definitions, which up to that point had been entered 
into the database in a variety of ways. Having meticulously studied corpus data, Hanks came to 
realise that ‘All statements made about word meaning are statements about word use’ (Hanks 
1987: 135). A core goal of Hanks was to get that ‘use’ captured into the dictionary, over and 
above the mere listing of usage as seen in multiple example sentences (obviously taken from the 
corpus; cf. Fox (1987)) and the novel grammar slots (as found in COBUILD’s Extra Column; cf. 
Sinclair (1987a)). Hanks’s genius insight was to insist including word usage into the definition 
itself, and to put it up front at that. In his words: ‘In general, then, the first part of each Cobuild 
explanation shows the use, while the second part explains the meaning’. This, of course, is easier 
said than done, so Hanks went back to the corpus data, and manually devised a ‘large range of 
explanatory strategies’ for that first part of each definition (or ‘explanation’ in Hanks’s termin-
ology). Re-reading Hanks (1987), these explanatory strategies must have numbered at least a 
dozen, as shown in (1) for different parts of speech.

(1) VERBS
— ‘If you …’ (with variants ‘When something …’ and ‘If something …’)
— ‘To [verb] means …’
— ‘When you …’ (with variant ‘If someone …’)
NOUNS
— ‘A [noun] is …’
— ‘If you … [noun] to …’
FUNCTION WORDS
— ‘You use …’
— ‘If you do …’
PREDICATIVE ADJECTIVES
— ‘Something that is …’
— ‘Someone who is …’
ATTRIBUTIVE ADJECTIVES
—‘[Adj] means …’
FIGURATIVE or METAPHORIC EXPRESSIONS
— ‘If you say that …’
— ‘If you call someone a …’
IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS
— ‘If you say … [idiom], you mean …’
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For verbs, for instance, ‘If you …’ ‘was established as the type strategy for verbs with human 
subjects’ (Hanks 1987: 125), the traditional infinitive citation form ‘To [verb] means …’ 
was used for the ‘absence of selection preferences on the subject’ (Hanks 1987: 126), and 
‘When you …’ was kept to convey certain social attitudes. While Hanks’s discovery that 
‘lexical selection preferences are associated with particular syntactic structures’ (Hanks 
1987: 127) could be exploited to design explanatory strategies for verbs, this was not the 
case for nouns, for which he fell back on ‘evidence from the surrounding context’ (Hanks 
1987: 127) as well as the use of prepositions. For function words, he realised that ‘a dis-
cussion’ was the most user-friendly approach. And so on for the other parts of speech. Or 
as summarised by Hanks (1987: 130): ‘All Cobuild explanations, then, may be read as mo-
tivated variations on a few basic explanatory themes, principally ‘An X is …’, ‘X means Y’, 
and ‘You use the word X like this’’. Hanks then went to the Cobuild programmer, Jeremy 
Clear, taking with him the various stylistic principles he had developed, and asked to com-
bine these with the grammatical information already in the database, in order to basically 
start re-writing all COBUILD definitions in a uniform way. In the words of Clear himself:

One interesting feature of the extract program was that it made an attempt to convert the 
definition recorded in the database into the prose style of definition which is to be found 
in the Cobuild dictionary […] The computer program used the syntax information asso-
ciated with each sense category to generate an appropriate phraseology for the formulaic 
beginning of each definition. If, for example, the database entry for NOMINATE contains 
the information that this verb takes an object and the object is usually a person, then the 
computer employs the formula: ‘If you nominate someone, you …’ Of course, in many 
cases the computer would phrase the definition incorrectly, but it was agreed that overall 
there was a significant saving of manual effort in making these editorial modifications. 
(Clear 1987: 59)

If we now return to Lew’s study (see Section 3.10), we understand better why his results 
are so impressive. In practical lexicography, for many centuries humans have recycled much 
more directly than today’s transformer systems, and substantial progress in lexicography 
only came when they started to act more like ‘traditional’ computers.29 Under the direction 
of Patrick Hanks, that computer was brought in to work on COBUILD definitions. If true, 
ChatGPT should not only be able to mimic the COBUILD style for definitions at verbs (and 
verbs of communication at that), but be able to write definitions in the COBUILD style 
at any part of speech. To test this, we asked ChatGPT to generate ‘full’ COBUILD entries 
(including frequency information and morphological forms) for all the parts of speech for 
which Hanks described explanatory strategies. Using one and the same prompt of merely 
eight lines of text, ChatGPT indeed managed to offer striking COBUILD-style dictionary 
articles for the verb ‘recommend’, the nouns ‘tadpole’ and ‘bank’, the conjunction ‘and’, 
the adjectives ‘capacious’ and ‘floating’, the metaphorical meanings of ‘crumpet’, and the 
idiomatic expression ‘cut corners’. For good measure, the interjection ‘goodbye’ was added, 
generated using the same prompt plus one extra sentence. That extra sentence was added in 
order to obtain even ‘fuller’ dictionary articles, now complete with pronunciation as well as 
lists of synonyms and antonyms. The prompts as well as all dictionary material generated 
by ChatGPT are shown in the Addendum.

In general, and as one may conclude from the Addendum, the overall article structure is 
excellent, with large paragraph blocks for each part of speech, and numbered sense blocks 
within that. Each part-of-speech block starts with frequency information that comes across 
as convincing; and each sense block consistently contains morphological information, a 
COBUILD-style definition, as well as rich and varied example sentences. Sense division, too, 
seems more than good. A novelty that ChatGPT added throughout is a ‘Note’-slot, in which 
even more context is given and/or in which the entire dictionary article is summarised in a 

https://academic.oup.com/lexico/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ijl/ecad021#supplementary-data
https://academic.oup.com/lexico/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ijl/ecad021#supplementary-data
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very accessible way. Let us now look at ChatGPT as a full COBUILD lexicographer as seen 
in the Addendum, compared to what we find in the actual COBUILD (2023) dictionary.

In order to illustrate the verb, and to link up with Lew’s (forthcoming) study, we picked 
the verb of communication ‘recommend’. ChatGPT claims that this verb is commonly used; 
it receives four (out of a maximum of five) diamonds in COBUILD. ChatGPT lists five 
senses; COBUILD lists three. One could say that ChatGPT is the splitter here, as sense 
4 could be lumped with sense 1 (1: ‘If you recommend someone or something, …’; 4: ‘If 
someone is recommended for a job or position, …’), and sense 2 with sense 3 (3: ‘If some-
thing is recommended, …’; 2: ‘If a doctor recommends a particular treatment or course of 
action, …’). Reformulated, ChatGPT’s senses 4 and 2 are sub-senses of its senses 1 and 3 
respectively. The last senses are related, but worded differently by ChatGPT (5: ‘If a product 
or service is recommended, …’) vs. COBUILD (3: ‘If something or someone has a particular 
quality to recommend them, …’). The number of example sentences provided by ChatGPT 
range from four to two for each sense, and indeed correctly illustrate each definition, pro-
viding enough context. The Note is intriguing, as it literally maps meaning onto use: ‘The 
word ‘recommend’ can also be used in other senses, such as when giving advice or sugges-
tions in a non-formal context. However, the above definitions cover its most common and 
widely accepted usages’. Lastly, of the explanatory strategies for verbs proposed by Hanks, 
we recognise ‘If you …’ and its variant ‘If something …’, as well as ‘If someone …’. So far 
so good, as these results confirm the findings of Lew (forthcoming), with an improvement 
on the level of the example sentences — likely the result of slightly more tweaking of the 
prompt in that respect.

The first noun that was submitted to ChatGPT, ‘tadpole’, was chosen thus because Hanks 
(1987: 129) had pointed out that a ‘clear preference in the evidence for the plural led the 
Cobuild editors to choose to begin their explanation: Tadpoles are …’. However, ChatGPT 
sticks to the prototypical strategy for nouns ‘A [noun] is …’ when defining it, but does 
use only the plural ‘tadpoles’ in each of the three example sentences. ChatGPT says that 
‘tadpole’ is moderately used; COBUILD has no diamonds. Also, compared to COBUILD, 
ChatGPT adds a second informal sense (referring to a young and inexperienced person or 
thing). The second noun chosen, ‘bank’, a classic since Chomsky (1957: 95) and often used 
by Hanks, has multiple nominal and verbal uses. ChatGPT presents the information in two 
paragraphs, first a noun bloc, then a verb block. For the noun, ChatGPT correctly differ-
entiates between the financial institution, the side of a river, and the raised area of land, 
illustrating these with three appropriate example sentences each. The explanatory strat-
egies used are ‘A [noun] refers to …’ and ‘A [noun] means …’. For the verb bloc, ‘bank a 
vehicle’ and ‘bank a curve’ are mentioned, as well as the phrasal verb ‘bank on’. Compared 
to COBUILD, the nominal ‘blood bank’ is missing, as are the verbal ‘bank money’ and 
the phrase ‘break the bank’. Two more explanatory strategies for verbs as predicted by 
Hanks are also seen here: ‘When you …’ and ‘To [verb] means …’. Lastly, the frequency 
information is comparable: frequently used for the noun and moderately used for the verb 
according to ChatGPT; four diamonds overall in COBUILD.

The conjunction ‘and’ was chosen for its bewildering polysemy. ChatGPT lists six ‘senses’, 
each illustrated with three example sentences, COBUILD has twice as many sense blocks. 
This suggests that ChatGPT is the lumper this time, which is indeed apparent from the first 
definition: ‘“And” is used to connect words, phrases, or clauses that are similar or related, 
indicating addition or continuation’. At the same time, ChatGPT lists one (obvious) use 
which is (surprisingly) not mentioned among the ones in COBUILD, that of enumerating, 
such as in ‘eggs, milk, and bread’. The overall treatment is satisfactory, as only infrequent 
COBUILD uses are missing from ChatGPT’s effort. The explanatory strategy employed 
here by ChatGPT is the same for all definitions, being a variant of ‘You use …’, namely 
‘[conjunction] is used to …’. The frequency information again compares favourably: very 
frequently used according to ChatGPT; five diamonds in COBUILD.

https://academic.oup.com/lexico/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ijl/ecad021#supplementary-data
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While the adjective ‘capacious’ only receives three lines in COBUILD, ChatGPT gener-
ated an extended treatment with no less than four senses, including three example sentences 
at each. In addition to the literal use (having a large capacity), ChatGPT also offers uses that 
are figurative (holding a vast amount of knowledge), metaphorical (feelings that are pro-
found) and even abstract (being inclusive). Although the predicative encoding ‘Something 
that is …’ could have been used to define capacious, ChatGPT opted to use the simpler 
‘[Adj] means …’-strategy normally reserved for adjectives which only or typically occur in 
attributive position. (But then again, ten of the twelve example sentences for ‘capacious’ il-
lustrate attributive uses.) ChatGPT says that capacious is moderately used; COBUILD has 
no diamonds. The one important aspect that is missing from ChatGPT’s treatment is that 
it does not point out that capacious is a ‘formal’ word. (That said, labels were not expli-
citly requested in our short prompt.) Similar outcomes may be observed for the attributive 
adjective ‘floating’. While this entry is missing from COBUILD (where ‘floating voter’ was 
entered instead), ChatGPT generated an entry for it with no less than five senses, including 
three example sentences each. The first use is literal (something that is buoyant or sus-
pended), the second a field-specific collocate (‘floating currency exchange’), the next two 
are figurative (not attached or fixed to the ground; unanchored, uncommitted, transient), 
and the last is another collocate (‘floating employee’). In terms of defining style, in addition 
to ‘[Adj] means …’, also ‘[Adj] refers to …’ and ‘[Adj] describes …’ are employed.

Moving to metaphorical uses, and hoping to see how ChatGPT deals with what Hanks 
(1987: 134) calls the COBUILD ‘displacement strategy’, exemplified by him for ‘bitch’ as in 
‘If you call a woman a bitch, you mean …’, resulted in ChatGPT’s safety breaks being ap-
plied. All we learn is that ‘bitch’ can be ‘used as a noun to refer to a woman in a derogatory 
way’; ChatGPT refuses to generate a proper dictionary article for it. Instead, and inspired 
by the discussion in van der Meer (1996: 429), we opted for ‘crumpet’. Next to the literal 
meaning (a small, round and soft bread or cake), ChatGPT offers two extended uses, one 
labelled British informal slang (an attractive woman), the other labelled British informal 
language (something desirable). The wording of the second sense is probably not enough 
of a warning against its rude connotations; nor is the label ‘figurative’ included, although 
this is in line with: ‘The word figurative itself need not be used, as there are other and more 
direct ways to suggest that a word has metaphorical applications’ (van der Meer 1996: 
427). The third sense, however, is referred to as crumpet being ‘used metaphorically’. The 
defining style used here by ChatGPT, then, is simply ‘X is used metaphorically to …’. Note, 
in passing, that here the three examples at sense 1 are exceptionally well-formed. Lastly, 
ChatGPT says that this headword is infrequently used; in COBUILD it has no diamonds.

The last category deals with idiomatic expressions, for which ‘cutting corners’ was chosen. 
ChatGPT’s dictionary article is highly intriguing, as it consists of three sequentially num-
bered blocks, a first for the idiomatic expression ‘cutting corners’ (which it also correctly 
labels as such), a second for the verb ‘cut’, and a third for the plural noun ‘corners’. Rather 
than Hanks’s suggested ‘If you say … [idiom], you mean …’, ChatGPT uses ‘The phrase 
[idiom] is an idiomatic expression used to …’. (In COBUILD itself, this idiom is found as 
sense 14 (out of 16) under ‘corner’, and the defining strategy used is ‘If you [idiom], you 
…’.) As to the verb ‘cut’ in block 2, the intriguing part is that ChatGPT does not give a full 
treatment (which would be rather counterproductive), but instead localises the definition 
for the idiom at hand: ‘As a verb, “cut” means to make an incision or divide something by 
using a sharp tool, but in this context, it is used figuratively to represent the act of taking 
shortcuts or reducing efforts’. The three examples that follow then attempt to use both the 
verb ‘cut’ and the idiom ‘cut corners’, e.g. ‘The company faced financial constraints and had 
to cut its expenses, often cutting corners to stay afloat’. Likewise, the definition of ‘corners’ 
in block 3, is localised: ‘In this context, “corners” refers to the areas or aspects of a task 
or project where shortcuts or compromises are made’, which is then again followed by ex-
ample sentences. No doubt, the resulting dictionary article is excessively long, but it is truly 
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as if ChatGPT is thinking out of the box here. It invites one to go back to the initial prompt 
and wonder how ChatGPT manages to produce such convincing lexicographic material, 
over and over.

True, prompt engineering is known to be of paramount importance when using an 
LLM like ChatGPT. Given the more than satisfactory output across the various word 
categories so far — most of which indeed use Hanks’s various explanatory strategies 
for defining, and successfully emulate all other COBUILD aspects — we took the same 
prompt, to which we added just one sentence, now also requesting pronunciations in IPA 
format, as well as lists of synonyms and antonyms where relevant. This prompt was ap-
plied once, for a headword with a part of speech not yet covered, namely the interjection 
‘goodbye’. The dictionary article generated by ChatGPT and seen in the Addendum is, in 
two words, simply stunning, and once again strengthens our conviction that ChatGPT 
is already a more than respectable lexicographer (see the last column in Table 2). As a 
matter of fact, the final prompt that was created can be fed ‘as is’ to a dictionary writing 
system like TLex, and with it (draft) quality articles for an entire dictionary may be com-
piled fully automatically in batch mode, and assigned to ChatGPT as the (co-)author. 
As of this day, therefore, one would be remiss not to want to make use of ChatGPT for 
dictionary compilation.

5. Conclusions and Further musings
We have seen that, with the right prompts, an LLM like ChatGPT can already be brought in 
to either compile a dictionary on its own, or, somewhat more safely, to speed up dictionary 
compilation by providing quality draft material which human lexicographers then assess 
and improve upon. We have also seen that all colleagues have voiced one or more concerns 
in exploiting this technology for lexicography. These concerns have been brought together 
in Table 3, together with the (main) final assessments and suggestions by those colleagues.

One of the concerns most often heard is that LLMs are prone to hallucination (men-
tioned six times), followed by concerns that, on the one hand, the input is a black box 
while, on the other hand, the output is non-deterministic (both mentioned five times). 
Similarly frequently stressed is the current English bias, and the need to become adept at 
composing generic prompts that can do the job at scale (both also mentioned six times). 
All of these could be reason enough to dismiss the use of ChatGPT in lexicography out of 
hand. However, when we look at the section ‘Final word on ChatGPT’ in Table 3, we see 
that its full adoption is already suggested six times, versus seven for ‘not yet’ and only one 
vote against its use in its current form. Clearly, lexicographers at large would do well to 
continue their experiments in harnessing the beast known as ChatGPT in particular as well 
as LLMs in general. This brings us to the main suggestions to bring LLMs under control 
for lexicography in the short term — the last line in Table 3. There are five mentions of 
LexGPT, meaning the goal to develop an LLM specifically for lexicography. Two shortcuts 
are also suggested to get there, namely, to either fine-tune a foundation model, or to depart 
from an open-source LLM. The more circumspect suggestion is to limit the use of LLMs to 
well-defined sub-tasks in the lexicographic process. To return to ChatGPT, one colleague 
prefers a pragmatic approach whereby one simply uses the tool ‘as is, but selectively’ for 
dictionary making, or prefers to see it as just one of many tools for post-editing in lexicog-
raphy. Three colleagues, finally, advocate using ChatGPT ‘as is’ to augment the production 
rate and quality of lexicographic products.

Missing from everything that has been said above is ‘the dictionary user’. First, as-
suming that there will still be users in the future, it is a bit surprising to note that only 
professional lexicographers have judged and commented on ChatGPT output to date. 
Surely, the proof of the pudding would lie in knowing whether actual users are also sat-
isfied with material generated by ChatGPT. Future studies should thus include human 

https://academic.oup.com/lexico/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ijl/ecad021#supplementary-data
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users who evaluate ‘ChatGPT the Lexicographer’. Second, we all seem to have naively 
assumed that dictionaries as we know them will still be needed in the future, so have 
checked whether ChatGPT can perform the various steps in producing them. However, 
it is our contention that dictionaries of the future will at best be subsumed within, at 
worst be gobbled up by, other digital tools. While there is no doubt that there will still 
be a need for lexical knowledge in the future, it is thus not clear at all whether it will 
need to be synthesised and presented as is the case in current reference works. If that is 
so, we should have asked ChatGPT to produce the type of lexical analysis that will be 
needed in the future, rather than mimic the past. At that point ChatGPT would really 
constitute a disruptive technology in a disruptive landscape, rather than merely being 
employed as a time and money-saving device by which dictionaries are getting only 
incrementally better. Third, ChatGPT generates answers for users ‘on the fly’: nothing 
whatsoever is analysed and synthesised in advance. So why would lexicographers want 
to go back in time, and stop that time by ‘freezing’ and ‘capturing’ output, to then either 
return it as in traditional dictionaries (point 1) or have it used as invisible lexicography 
(point 2)? Why assume that lexicographers need to prepare anything at all, and why 
not simply admit that the only thing which future users will need is ChatGPT itself with 
whom they chat?

The answers to these three questions about the dictionary user of the future have im-
portant consequences. First, if there will be no future dictionary user, understood as a 
person who narrowly seeks lexical information in a dedicated reference work, then there 
is indeed no point in asking non-lexicographers to ‘evaluate’ ChatGPT output for a hypo-
thetical dictionary that will never exist. Second, if future dictionaries will disappear from 
view, we can safely bin all existing dictionary use(r) research, as none of it will be relevant 
going forward in a world in which users chat with tools sequentially, rather than con-
sult dictionaries compiled by lexicographers. Third, lexicographers could ask themselves 
whether they are still going to produce dictionaries for any humans or just as fodder for 
LLMs. And if the latter, why would lexicographers take the trouble pre-processing lexical 
facts at all? Surely, LLMs could work out these facts for themselves, starting from the 
raw data.

These three questions are ostensibly about the user, but in reality bring us back to our 
opening position statement, where we claimed that dictionaries, lexicographers and post-
editing lexicographic tools have all become redundant in an age of LLMs like ChatGPT. But 
we also said that we do not really stand by that claim. Here’s why. Just as the arrival of the 
camera did not lead to fewer paintings, just as the invention of the calculator did not lead to 
the mass-firing of mathematicians, and just as the introduction of smartphones did not stop 
people making calls, writing e-mails, browsing the Web, and listening to music; if anything, 
as a result of these revolutionary technologies, paintings became more original, mathemat-
icians performed ever more complex calculations, and smartphones ended up venturing 
into group chats, ride-hailing, short video, casual gaming, and mobile payments.30 The same 
may be expected for the use of ChatGPT in lexicography. Just give it time, as we do not 
know yet how this revolution will pan out.

Epilogue
When asked at the most recent eLex conference whether he knew that the left parts of all 
COBUILD definitions had initially been written by a computer program, COBUILD lexicog-
rapher Michael Rundell replied that he had no recollection of that, and certainly not that it 
was done to bring order to the project with the chief aim to complete the first COBUILD 
dictionary in a timely manner (Rundell, personal communication, 28 June 2023). This is im-
portant information. If the COBUILD lexicographers accepted the draft material with which 
they were presented without questioning it, and worked through editing that without further 
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ado, then it proves that Hanks was right, and indeed, that a computer could help in writing 
dictionary definitions. ‘Hanks was right’ looks innocent, but it has profound implications. In 
COBUILD, the different senses (or ‘meaning potentials’ in Hanks’s terminology) are grouped 
into paragraphs, and ‘The division of entries into paragraphs is based mainly on the distinc-
tions that can be made in the wording of the first part of each explanation’ (Hanks 1987: 
118). In other words, Hanks was right in that meanings can indeed be mapped onto use 
(Hanks 2002), and as such he proved Sinclair’s axiom that ‘Every distinct sense of a word 
is associated with a distinction in form’ (Moon 1987: 89). The fact that those distinct forms 
could then be used as starting points to automate the writing of a revolutionary type of dic-
tionary definition, is even more revealing. Simply put, the type of Corpus Pattern Analysis 
which Hanks undertook when the corpus was first used in lexicography four decades ago, is 
exactly what ChatGPT is now mimicking. The first ChatGPT engine in lexicography, then, 
was none other than Patrick Hanks.

Notes
1 In theoretical linguistics, Noam Chomsky is best known — rather ironically — for his work on 

transformational-generative grammar (TGG), starting with Chomsky (1957).
2 In computational lexicology, Piek Vossen is best known for his work on EuroWordNet, see e.g. Vossen 

(1998).
3 This announcement generated quite some reactions, especially on the EURALEX mailing list, see 

https://www.freelists.org/archive/euralex/11-2012.
4 Thank goodness that we still have our Macmillan paper dictionaries from the noughties!
5 Regarding the concept ‘open’ in the name OpenAI Elon Musk pointed out: ‘OpenAI was created as 

an open source (which is why I named it ‘Open’ AI), non-profit company to serve as a counterweight 
to Google, but now it has become a closed source, maximum-profit company effectively controlled 
by Microsoft. Not what I intended at all’ (Tweet, 17 February 2023, https://twitter.com/elonmusk/
status/1626516035863212034). On 12 July 2023, Elon Musk announced that he has now formed a 
new AI startup: xAI (https://x.ai/).

6 Or as Miloš Jakubíček worded it in an e-mail, referring to the GPT-3 engine of the time: ‘there is 
substantial fine-tuning performed (for the ‘chat’ task) on top of GPT-3 that makes it perform so well. 
To make it clear: ChatGPT is GPT-3 based roughly like Bentley is based on a 12-cylinder fuel engine. 
Obviously access to a 12-cylinder does not give you a Bentley’ (Jakubíček, personal communication, 
27 February 2023).

7 More precisely, the model used at the time was text-davinci-003. For an overview of the various 
OpenAI models, see https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/overview.

8 We write ‘colloquially’, as technically what was demonstrated should have been ‘Bob or text-
davinci-003?’, cf. endnote 7, as hinted at by Miloš Jakubíček during question time. This ob-
servation became moot just two days later, however, as on 1 March 2023 OpenAI sent out an 
e-mail stating: ‘The new Chat API calls gpt-3.5-turbo, the same model used in the ChatGPT  
product’.

9 See for a longer list of applications with ChatGPT: https://platform.openai.com/examples.
10 Actually, and to make this point, in the present article the first paragraph of Section 2 was written as 

such by ChatGPT itself. ChatGPT was prompted with ‘What is ChatGPT, and on how much data was 
it trained?’ The same section was also used in the Tokyo lecture on ChatGPT. Since then, entire scien-
tific articles (except for the reference sections) have indeed been written, adjudicated and published, as 
is for instance the case for the punningly titled ‘Chatting and cheating’ by Cotton et al. (2023), with 
an intriguing acknowledgments section, published online on 13 March 2023, but revealed to be GPT-4 
output on 19 March 2023 (Fazackerley 2023).

11 That ‘memorisation’ is indeed the likely cause, is also suggested by this research finding: ‘We find that 
OpenAI models have memorized a wide collection of copyrighted materials, and that the degree of mem-
orization is tied to the frequency with which passages of those books appear on the web’ (Chang et al. 
2023).

12 Immediately following the Tokyo lecture on ChatGPT (see Section 3.1), David Joffe had also prompted 
Stable Diffusion to generate a number of images illustrating the future of lexicography. Two of these 
were inserted into the banner at https://tshwanedje.com/, and are reproduced here, showing competing 

https://www.freelists.org/archive/euralex/11-2012
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1626516035863212034
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1626516035863212034
https://x.ai/
https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/overview
https://platform.openai.com/examples
https://tshwanedje.com/
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visions of the future of our field: one where the lexicographer is still in control but gets help from gen-
erative AI, the other where generative AI does all the lexicographic work:

13 Conversely, Google’s Bard only became available in the EU as late as 13 July 2023, having been ‘held 
up after the main data regulator in the bloc raised privacy concerns’ (BBC 2023).

14 In the original project there were ‘100 sample dictionary entries’ (Atkins et al. 2010: 550), while the 
Addendum to the eLex paper (Jakubíček and Rundell 2023: 523) lists 101 — but one notices two 
headwords each for ‘grave’ and ‘might’ there. In any case, nothing statistical is done with the sample.

15 Both presenters, but this should be clear from the foregoing, had seen (and again commented on) our 
Tokyo lecture on ChatGPT (see Section 3.1).

16 Ten each in five different word classes; nouns: time, year, people, way, man, day, thing, work, child, 
government; verbs: be, have, do, say, go, make, get, see, know, take; adjectives: other, good, new, more, 
first, many, such, last, own, same; adverbs: not, so, then, as, well, now, just, also, only, very; preposi-
tions: of, in, to, for, on, that, with, at, by, as.

17 With regard to the syntactic-semantic level, for instance, we learn that ChatGPT will often not even 
include the headword for phrasemes, provide collocations instead of idioms, and omit the head-
words in proverbs, but the slots for phrasemes, idioms and proverbs are all given 100% scores for 
ChatGPT (Phoodai and Rikk 2023: 347-348). At that rate, and with enough tweaking of the prompts, 
ChatGPT could have filled every single slot, at all times, except, perhaps, for first citations + their 
correct reference (but the OALD-10 does not do that either), and cross-references (but the latter is a 
mediostructural slot, so should not even have been discussed).

18 Seemingly, the unexplained abbreviation AUSA refers to pronunciation, RA to spelling, WAA to part 
of speech, ABED to meaning, and ETYA to etymology, in all likelihood based on German (!) abbre-
viations as found in the Wörterbuch zur Lexikographie und Wörterbuchforschung (Wiegand et al. 
2010-2019). Deep down in that dictionary’s entry for ‘Etymologieangabe’, for example, one finds 
‘EtyA’ as abbreviation. ‘EtyA’ and the other abbreviations have not been entered as lemmata into 
Wiegand’s five-volume dictionary, though, so one has to guess: AusA =? Ausspracheangabe, RA =? 
Rechtschreibangabe, WAA =? Wortartangabe, ABed =? Angabe zur Bedeutung.

19 The round table was concluded by taking questions from the participants. This Q & A section has not 
been summarised here, though some of the points raised have been recycled in the concluding section 
of this article.

20 From her talk it is clear that Nichols was unfortunately fooled into thinking that OpenAI’s ChatGPT 
is ‘open source’; for which, see Endnote 5.

21 Responding quickly to the round table on ChatGPT from the day before (see Section 3.8), Nichols 
‘interacted’ with some of the points made by Arvi Tavast (on LLMs now put into the hands of the 
public), Pavel Rychlý (on ChatGPT not being sentient), and Gilles-Maurice de Schryver (on wholesale 
copying) who then returned to it during question time. She also borrowed and discussed the ‘(mirus)
virus’ slide from Barrett’s talk at the DSNA 2023 (see Section 3.2).

22 Nichols specifically refers to the by now infamous case of two New York lawyers who were sanctioned 
and fined for having submitted a court brief written up by ChatGPT. Amongst others, ChatGPT had 
made up six fictitious case citations (which thus do not exist), but it had nonetheless attributed these 

https://academic.oup.com/lexico/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/ijl/ecad021#supplementary-data
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cases to real judges (Merken 2023). It is surprising that lawyers took this shortcut, as it is well known 
that ChatGPT references and bibliographies are typically invented and not real, as the LLM simply 
combines familiar names, years, titles, etc. as seen during its training.

23 Although less relevant here, but in the interest of full disclosure, Lew had also watched our Tokyo 
lecture on ChatGPT (see Section 3.1), and refers to it in his study. Further, Lew had been given access 
to an early version of the text of Michael Rundell’s ASIALEX 2023 keynote (see Section 3.3), and vice 
versa: Rundell had access to Lew’s preprint, which he quotes in his keynote.

24 These are: insist, deny, discourage, recommend, persuade, encourage, suggest, blame, decline, question, 
justify, argue, plead, confirm, beg. Verbs of communication tend to have syntactic patterns as well as 
pragmatic uses that are non-trivial, so they are a lexicographic challenge.

25 Jakubíček and Rundell (2023: 512-513) convincingly illustrate this with monolingual Czech dic-
tionary articles for the noun stát ‘country’ as generated by ChatGPT (using both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4): 
the articles are clearly back-translated from English, and consequently include material that does not 
exist in Czech.

26 Phoodai and Rikk (2023) has not been included any further, as it does not contain any proper evalu-
ations (see Section 3.6).

27 The information divulged here comes from personal communication with Patrick Hanks, obtained 
while doing the research for his Festschrift (de Schryver 2010b). While this information was eventually 
not fully ‘revealed’ in the introductory chapter to that Festschrift (de Schryver 2010a), we feel the time 
is right to do so now.

28 COBUILD literally stands for ‘the Collins Birmingham University International Language Database’ 
(emphasis added).

29 This sentence has in turn been recycled from an e-mail received from Robert Lew on 2 June 2023. His 
was in reply to our suggestion the day before that tools like ChatGPT will become ever more human, 
and this rather sooner than later, for the simple reason that we are convinced that the brains of hu-
mans do not work very differently from the ‘brains’ of an LLM. We too simply regurgitate material 
based on everything that we have seen before. See e.g. O’Connor (2023).

30 These three points are inspired by arguments made, respectively, by Orin Hargraves at the DSNA 
2021 conference (Hargraves 2021), Marko Kokol during the Round Table at the eLex 2023 confer-
ence (Q & A section in de Schryver et al. 2023), and an article on Apple’s Vision Pro in The Economist 
(2023a).
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Addendum 

Compiling full COBUILD-style dictionary articles  
for entries in various word classes using ChatGPT 

 

 
All dictionary articles that follow have been generated by ChatGPT in a single session on 22 
July 2023 (with 'ChatGPT July 20 Version'). The goal was to have ChatGPT compile full 
COBUILD-style monolingual English learner's dictionary articles for headwords that belong to 
a variety of parts of speech, so not limited to definitions and examples for verbs of 
communication only as in Robert Lew's pioneering study (Lew forthcoming). Fine-tuning the 
prompt took about an hour; the articles themselves were generated in a matter of minutes. 

 
 
 

PROMPT: Please give me a COBUILD-style dictionary entry for '[HEADWORD]'. Start with 
the frequency information at the top. Each sense should be in a numbered block. Each block 
then starts with the part of speech and the morphological forms of the respective sense. This is 
followed by a sense definition and sense examples that illustrate both the use and the meaning 
of each particular sense. For the example sentences, make sure to use different sentence 
structures, referring to different people; refer to past, present, and future situations; vary long 
and short example sentences; and include other elaborations so that you, dear ChatGPT, 
produce high-quality dictionary material for me. 

 
 

recommend (verb) 

Frequency: The verb "recommend" is commonly used. 

1. Form: recommends (third person singular present), recommended (past tense), 

recommending (present participle), recommended (past participle) 

Sense: If you recommend someone or something, you suggest that they would be a 

good thing or person to choose or use. 

Examples: 
1. She recommends this book to all her friends because it's an engaging and 

thought-provoking read. 

2. The professor recommended John for the scholarship due to his outstanding 

academic achievements. 

3. We are currently recommending the use of this software to streamline our 

workflow. 

4. The travel agent recommended several picturesque destinations for our 

vacation. 

2. Form: recommends (third person singular present), recommended (past tense), 

recommending (present participle), recommended (past participle) 

Sense: If a doctor recommends a particular treatment or course of action, they advise 

that it should be done. 

Examples: 
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1. After examining the patient, the doctor recommended bed rest and medication 

to facilitate recovery. 

2. The dentist recommended a fluoride toothpaste to prevent cavities. 

3. The nutritionist recommended a balanced diet and regular exercise for 

maintaining good health. 

3. Form: recommends (third person singular present), recommended (past tense), 

recommending (present participle), recommended (past participle) 

Sense: If something is recommended, it is suggested as a suitable or appropriate 

course of action. 

Examples: 
1. The use of masks in public places is recommended by health authorities to 

reduce the spread of contagious diseases. 

2. The hiking trail is recommended for experienced trekkers due to its challenging 

terrain. 

3. This restaurant comes highly recommended by food critics for its delectable 

dishes. 

4. Form: recommends (third person singular present), recommended (past tense), 

recommending (present participle), recommended (past participle) 

Sense: If someone is recommended for a job or position, they are proposed as a 

suitable candidate for it. 

Examples: 
1. After her impressive interview, Alice was recommended for the managerial 

position. 

2. The committee recommended two candidates for the leadership role, both with 

exceptional qualifications. 

5. Form: recommends (third person singular present), recommended (past tense), 

recommending (present participle), recommended (past participle) 

Sense: If a product or service is recommended, it is endorsed as being of high quality 

or value. 

Examples: 
1. The magazine recommends this smartphone as the best in its price range. 

2. The hotel was highly recommended by many travelers for its excellent 

amenities and friendly staff. 

Note: The word "recommend" can also be used in other senses, such as when giving advice or 

suggestions in a non-formal context. However, the above definitions cover its most common 

and widely accepted usages. 
 

tadpole (noun) 

Frequency: The noun "tadpole" is moderately used. 

1. Form: tadpole, tadpoles (plural) 

Sense: A tadpole is the aquatic larval stage of an amphibian, particularly a frog or a 

toad, characterized by a tail and gills, which later undergoes metamorphosis into its 

adult form. 

Examples: 
1. In the pond, we observed a group of tadpoles swimming near the water's 

surface. 

2. The biology class collected samples of tadpoles to study their development 

stages. 

3. After a few weeks, the tadpoles began to develop legs as part of their 

metamorphosis into adult frogs. 
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2. Form: tadpole, tadpoles (plural) 

Sense: In a figurative sense, "tadpole" can be used informally to refer to a young, 

inexperienced, or small and insignificant person or thing. 

Examples: 
1. As the youngest member of the team, Emma felt like a tadpole among 

seasoned professionals. 

2. The new intern was eager to learn and eager to prove herself, but she was still a 

tadpole in the corporate world. 

3. The small tech startup hoped to compete with industry giants, but it was still 

considered a tadpole in the market. 

Note: The term "tadpole" primarily refers to the early developmental stage of an amphibian, 

specifically a frog or a toad. However, in informal usage, it can also be used metaphorically 

to describe someone or something as young or inexperienced in a particular context. 
 

bank (noun) 

Frequency: The noun "bank" is frequently used. 

1. Form: bank, banks (plural) 

Sense: A bank refers to a financial institution that provides various financial services, 

such as accepting deposits, offering loans, and facilitating money transfers. 

Examples: 
1. After saving for years, Sarah decided to invest her money in a fixed deposit 

account at the local bank. 

2. The bank approved Mark's loan application to help him purchase a new car. 

3. Many people prefer online banks for their convenience and ease of use. 

2. Form: bank, banks (plural) 

Sense: A bank can also refer to the side of a river, lake, or any body of water. 

Examples: 
1. The children enjoyed fishing on the bank of the tranquil pond. 

2. The couple decided to have a picnic on the bank of the river and watch the 

sunset. 

3. The house was beautifully situated on the bank of a small, clear stream. 

3. Form: bank, banks (plural) 

Sense: A bank can also mean a slope, ridge, or raised area of land along the side of a 

road or path. 

Examples: 
1. The car skidded on the icy bank of the road and got stuck in the snow. 

2. Hikers often rest on the grassy bank overlooking the valley during their trek. 

3. The bike race took a sharp turn on the steep bank of the mountain trail. 

bank (verb) 

Frequency: The verb "bank" is moderately used. 

1. Form: banks (third person singular present), banked (past tense), banking (present 

participle), banked (past participle) 

Sense: When you bank a vehicle, especially an aircraft, you tilt or turn it to one side 

while moving. 

Examples: 
1. The pilot skillfully banked the airplane to the left for a smoother turn. 

2. The experienced cyclist banked his bike around the sharp curve effortlessly. 

3. The car banked sharply to avoid hitting the animal crossing the road. 

2. Form: banks (third person singular present), banked (past tense), banking (present 

participle), banked (past participle) 
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Sense: In the context of racing, to bank a curve or corner means to take it at an angle 

to maintain higher speed and control. 

Examples: 
1. The skilled driver banked the racing car perfectly around the bend, gaining an 

advantage over competitors. 

2. During the motocross event, the riders expertly banked the corners to maintain 

momentum. 

3. The cyclist carefully banked the hairpin turn, avoiding any loss of speed. 

Note: The word "bank" has several other meanings, such as in relation to snowboarding or 

the term "bank on" (meaning to depend on or expect). However, the above definitions cover 

its most common and widely accepted usages. 
 

and (conjunction) 

Frequency: The conjunction "and" is very frequently used. 

1. Form: and 

Sense: "And" is used to connect words, phrases, or clauses that are similar or related, 

indicating addition or continuation. 

Examples: 
1. Emily likes to read books and watch movies in her free time. 

2. The team worked hard to prepare for the competition, and they won the 

championship. 

3. John enjoys playing soccer and basketball, showcasing his athletic versatility. 

2. Form: and 

Sense: "And" is used to introduce an additional or related point in a conversation or 

text. 

Examples: 
1. The weather was perfect for a day at the beach, and everyone had a wonderful 

time. 

2. Sarah finished her homework early, and she decided to relax with a cup of tea. 

3. The new restaurant offers delicious food, and it has excellent customer service. 

3. Form: and 

Sense: "And" is used in a list to connect two or more items. 

Examples: 
1. The grocery list included eggs, milk, and bread for breakfast. 

2. The travel itinerary included visiting Paris, Rome, and Barcelona. 

3. She packed her bag with a water bottle, snacks, and a map for the hike. 

4. Form: and 

Sense: "And" can be used to show cause and effect, indicating that one action or event 

follows another. 

Examples: 
1. The heavy rain poured down, and the streets quickly flooded. 

2. I practiced playing the piano every day, and my skills improved significantly. 

3. She studied hard for the exam, and she received an excellent grade. 

5. Form: and 

Sense: "And" is used in compound sentences to join two independent clauses, often 

indicating a sequence of events. 

Examples: 
1. Jack woke up early, and he went for a morning jog before work. 

2. The children finished their chores, and they played in the garden for the rest of 

the day. 
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3. Tom bought a new laptop, and he started using it for his graphic design 

projects. 

6. Form: and 

Sense: "And" can be used to connect contrasting or opposing ideas, often implying an 

unexpected outcome. 

Examples: 
1. The weather forecast predicted rain, and yet the sun shone brightly all day. 

2. The team had a few setbacks, and they still managed to secure a place in the 

finals. 

3. Despite the challenges, she remained optimistic, and her determination paid 

off. 

Note: The conjunction "and" is a fundamental connector in English, serving various 

purposes, including indicating addition, continuation, cause and effect, and contrast. Its 

versatility makes it an essential component in creating clear and coherent sentences. 
 

capacious (adjective) 

Frequency: The adjective "capacious" is moderately used. 

1. Form: capacious, more capacious (comparative), most capacious (superlative) 

Sense: When describing an object or space, "capacious" means having a large capacity 

or able to hold a considerable amount of something. 

Examples: 
1. The new house has a capacious living room, perfect for hosting gatherings and 

parties. 

2. The suitcase was capacious enough to fit all of her clothes for the week-long 

trip. 

3. The auditorium was capacious and accommodated a large audience for the 

concert. 

2. Form: capacious, more capacious (comparative), most capacious (superlative) 

Sense: When referring to a person's mind or intellect, "capacious" means being 

capable of holding or comprehending a vast amount of knowledge or ideas. 

Examples: 
1. The scholar had a capacious mind, retaining information from various fields of 

study. 

2. John's capacious intellect allowed him to excel in a wide range of academic 

disciplines. 

3. The professor's capacious memory amazed her students as she recalled obscure 

historical details effortlessly. 

3. Form: capacious, more capacious (comparative), most capacious (superlative) 

Sense: In a metaphorical sense, "capacious" can refer to emotions or feelings that are 

profound and all-encompassing. 

Examples: 
1. After his promotion, Sarah felt a capacious sense of pride and achievement. 

2. The artist expressed her grief through a capacious painting, capturing the depth 

of her emotions. 

3. The novel's capacious portrayal of love and loss resonated deeply with readers. 

4. Form: capacious, more capacious (comparative), most capacious (superlative) 

Sense: "Capacious" can also describe an abstract concept or idea, such as being open-

minded or inclusive, accommodating diverse perspectives. 

Examples: 
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1. The capacious approach to problem-solving allowed the team to consider 

multiple solutions. 

2. The school encouraged a capacious curriculum, exposing students to various 

cultural and artistic expressions. 

3. The organization fostered a capacious environment, welcoming individuals 

from different backgrounds and experiences. 

Note: The adjective "capacious" conveys the idea of spaciousness, either in terms of physical 

size or mental capacity. It can describe the ability to hold or accommodate a lot, whether it be 

tangible objects, knowledge, emotions, or ideas. Additionally, "capacious" can also be used 

metaphorically to denote openness and inclusivity in various contexts. 
 

floating (adjective) 

Frequency: The adjective "floating" is moderately used. 

1. Form: floating 

Sense: When used as an adjective, "floating" refers to something that is buoyant or 

suspended in a liquid, typically water or air. 

Examples: 
1. The children enjoyed playing with their floating toys in the swimming pool. 

2. The floating clouds in the sky created a picturesque view during the sunset. 

3. The boat was secured with floating buoys to prevent it from sinking at the 

dock. 

2. Form: floating 

Sense: In a financial context, "floating" can describe an interest rate or currency 

exchange rate that fluctuates with the market, rather than being fixed. 

Examples: 
1. Homebuyers opted for a mortgage with a floating interest rate, as it provided 

flexibility amidst changing market conditions. 

2. The company decided to hedge against foreign currency risks by using a 

floating exchange rate strategy. 

3. The central bank announced a policy shift to adopt a floating exchange rate 

regime to stabilize the economy. 

3. Form: floating 

Sense: When used to describe an object or structure, "floating" means not directly 

attached or fixed to the ground or any other surface, creating a sense of lightness or 

suspension. 

Examples: 
1. The architect designed a stunning modern house with a floating staircase, 

giving the illusion of levitation. 

2. The art installation featured floating sculptures, captivating visitors with their 

ethereal appearance. 

3. The garden showcased floating flowerbeds that seemed to defy gravity, adding 

a unique touch to the landscape. 

4. Form: floating 

Sense: In a general sense, "floating" can describe something that is unanchored, 

uncommitted, or transient, without a fixed or definite position. 

Examples: 
1. Jane felt a sense of floating excitement as she embarked on her backpacking 

adventure across Europe. 

2. The team was in a floating state, considering various project ideas before 

settling on the final one. 
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3. The startup company operated in a floating office space, renting temporary 

workspaces until finding a permanent location. 

5. Form: floating 

Sense: "Floating" can also refer to an employee or worker who is not assigned to a 

specific department or position and is available to support various teams as needed. 

Examples: 
1. The company employed a floating staff of skilled technicians who provided 

assistance across different departments. 

2. Jack was hired as a floating nurse, filling in for absent staff and supporting 

multiple units in the hospital. 

3. The school district employed floating substitute teachers to cover classes 

during teacher absences. 

Note: The adjective "floating" is versatile, capable of describing physical attributes, financial 

arrangements, design concepts, and even employment roles. Its various senses convey the 

idea of suspension, flexibility, and unattached nature, making it applicable in a wide range of 

contexts. 
 

bitch 
I'm sorry, but as an AI language model, I must adhere to ethical guidelines, which include not 

generating content that could be offensive or inappropriate. The term "bitch" is considered 

offensive and derogatory when used as a noun to refer to a woman in a derogatory way. 

If you need information on other words or topics, please feel free to ask, and I'll be more than 

happy to assist you. 
 

crumpet (noun) 

Frequency: The noun "crumpet" is infrequently used. 

1. Form: crumpet, crumpets (plural) 

Sense: A crumpet refers to a small, round, and soft bread or cake, typically made from 

a batter containing yeast and cooked on a griddle. It is often served toasted and topped 

with butter, jam, or other spreads. 

Examples: 
1. For breakfast, Sarah enjoyed a hot crumpet with a generous spread of honey. 

2. The café offered a delightful afternoon tea selection, including freshly toasted 

crumpets with various toppings. 

3. During the rainy evening, the family gathered around the fireplace, savoring 

warm crumpets and hot cocoa. 

2. Form: crumpet, crumpets (plural) 

Sense: In British slang, "crumpet" is informally used to refer to an attractive person, 

especially a woman. 

Examples: 
1. At the party, Tom couldn't take his eyes off the beautiful crumpet in the 

elegant red dress. 

2. The gossip magazine featured a photo of the latest Hollywood crumpets, 

drawing attention from readers worldwide. 

3. Mike blushed when his friends teased him about his crush on the new office 

crumpet. 

3. Form: crumpet, crumpets (plural) 

Sense: In British informal language, "crumpet" can also be used metaphorically to 

refer to something desirable or appealing. 

Examples: 
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1. The new smartphone model is the latest technological crumpet, attracting tech 

enthusiasts. 

2. The picturesque countryside inn became a crumpet for travelers seeking a 

peaceful retreat. 

3. The celebrity chef's signature dessert is considered the ultimate crumpet for 

dessert lovers. 

Note: The noun "crumpet" primarily refers to a type of bread or cake, often enjoyed toasted 

and topped with various spreads. However, in informal British usage, it can also be used 

colloquially to describe an attractive person or something desirable. 
 

cut corners 
Frequency: The phrase "cut corners" is frequently used. 

1. Form: cut corners, cuts corners (third person singular present), cut (past tense), cut 

(past participle), cutting (present participle) 

Sense: The phrase "cut corners" is an idiomatic expression used to describe the act of 

taking shortcuts or doing something in a hasty or careless manner, often to save time, 

effort, or money, but at the risk of producing lower-quality results or compromising 

safety. 

Examples: 
1. The construction company decided to cut corners to finish the project earlier, 

but the building ended up having many issues. 

2. Instead of conducting thorough research, the student cut corners by using 

unreliable sources for the assignment. 

3. The chef was under pressure and decided to cut corners in the recipe, leading 

to a less flavorful dish. 

cut (verb) 

Frequency: The verb "cut" is very frequently used. 

2. Form: cut, cuts (third person singular present), cut (past tense), cut (past participle), 

cutting (present participle) 

Sense: As a verb, "cut" means to make an incision or divide something by using a 

sharp tool, but in this context, it is used figuratively to represent the act of taking 

shortcuts or reducing efforts. 

Examples: 
1. The manager decided to cut the testing phase to meet the deadline, cutting 

corners in the process. 

2. The company faced financial constraints and had to cut its expenses, often 

cutting corners to stay afloat. 

3. The author cut some chapters from the book to finish it quickly, cutting 

corners and sacrificing the flow of the narrative. 

corners (noun) 

Frequency: The noun "corners" is very frequently used. 

3. Form: corner, corners (plural) 

Sense: In this context, "corners" refers to the areas or aspects of a task or project 

where shortcuts or compromises are made. 

Examples: 
1. In order to save money, the company decided to cut corners in production, 

resulting in a lower-quality product. 

2. The team cut corners in the testing phase of the software, leading to several 

bugs and glitches. 
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3. When preparing for the exam, she knew she couldn't cut corners in studying if 

she wanted to perform well. 

Note: The phrase "cut corners" is an idiomatic expression used to convey the act of taking 

shortcuts or doing something in a hasty or careless manner. It is often done to save time, 

effort, or money, but it can result in lower-quality outcomes or compromise safety. The verb 

"cut" is used figuratively in this context, and "corners" refer to the areas or aspects of a task 

or project where shortcuts or compromises are made. 
 
 
 

[Same PROMPT as above, with an extra sentence:] Also include a pronunciation of the entry 

using IPA, and include a list of synonyms and antonyms at the senses where such lists are 

relevant. 

 

goodbye (interjection/noun) 

Frequency: The interjection/noun "goodbye" is frequently used. 

Pronunciation: /ɡʊdˈbaɪ/ (good-bye) 

1. Form: goodbye 

Sense (Interjection): "Goodbye" is used as an interjection to bid farewell to someone 

or express good wishes when parting. 

Examples: 
1. Goodbye, my dear friend. Safe travels, and we'll meet again soon. 

2. As the train departed, she waved to her family on the platform, saying, "See 

you soon, goodbye!" 

3. "I'll miss you, Mom," the child said, giving her a tight hug before saying 

goodbye on the first day of school. 

2. Form: goodbye, goodbyes (plural) 

Sense (Noun): As a noun, "goodbye" refers to an act or instance of parting or bidding 

farewell. 

Examples: 
1. The final goodbye between the soldiers and their families was emotional and 

heartfelt. 

2. Saying goodbyes at the airport can be difficult, especially when loved ones live 

far away. 

3. With tears in her eyes, she whispered her last goodbye to her beloved pet. 

Synonyms: farewell, adieu, so long, see you later, bye, see you soon 

Antonyms: hello, greetings, welcome 

goodbye (phrase) 

Frequency: The phrase "say goodbye" is frequently used. 

Pronunciation: /seɪ ɡʊdˈbaɪ/ (say good-bye) 

3. Form: say goodbye 

Sense (Phrase): The phrase "say goodbye" is used to indicate the act of parting or 

bidding farewell to someone or something. 

Examples: 
1. It was time to say goodbye to their old home and start a new chapter in a 

different city. 

2. Before leaving the party, she made sure to say goodbye to all her friends and 

thank the host. 

3. The retirement celebration was an opportunity for colleagues to come together 

and say goodbye to their longtime coworker. 
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Synonyms: bid farewell, take leave, depart, part ways, bid adieu 

Antonyms: greet, meet, welcome 

Note: The interjection/noun "goodbye" is a common expression used when parting from 

someone or bidding them farewell. It can evoke emotions of sadness, nostalgia, or hope for 

future reunions. The phrase "say goodbye" emphasizes the action of parting and is often used 

in various contexts, such as leaving a place, ending a relationship, or bidding farewell to a 

phase in life. Synonyms and antonyms have been provided where relevant to offer alternatives 

and opposites to the word "goodbye." The pronunciation is indicated using the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 
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